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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The task of developing a global approach to limitations and exceptions ("L&E’s") is one of the major challenges facing the international copyright system today. As mechanisms of access, L&E’s contribute to the dissemination of knowledge, which in turn is essential for a variety of human activities and values, including liberty, the exercise of political power, and economic, social and personal advancement. Appropriately designed L&E’s may alleviate the needs of people around the world who still lack access to books and other educational materials, and also open up rapid advances in information and communication technologies that are fundamentally transforming the processes of production, dissemination and storage of information. As new technologies challenge copyright’s internal balance, and as the costs of globalization heighten the vital need for innovation and knowledge dissemination, a multilateral instrument that can effectively harness various national practices with regard to L&E’s, and that can provide a framework for dynamic evaluation of how global copyright norms can be most effectively translated into a credible system that appropriately values author and user rights, is a necessity. This paper examines policy options and modalities for framing an international instrument on limitations and exceptions to copyright within the treaty obligations of the current international copyright system. We consider this international copyright acquis as our general starting point, and evaluate options for the design of such an instrument, including questions of political sustainability and institutional home.

Part I analyzes the structure of limitations and exceptions under the Berne Convention and sketches the rationale for a multilateral approach to the question of limitations and exceptions. In part II we explore flexibilities inside the international copyright acquis, review the three-step test and assess its import for the validity of a proposed international instrument on L&E’s, particularly given the expansion of the test in the TRIPS Agreement and the interpretive jurisprudence of the WTO dispute panels. Here we observe that since the conventional minimum rights are incomplete and imprecisely defined, while remaining largely immune to the application of the three-step test, contracting States are left with considerable flexibilities. Following a discussion of the limitations permitted under the Berne Convention, we then turn to the “three-step test” that governs L&E’s to the right of reproduction (BC) and other minimum rights in the TRIPS and WCT. As is demonstrated, this obstacle to limitations and exceptions is, perhaps, less insurmountable than is often believed. Limitations and exceptions that (1) are not overly broad, (2) do not rob right holders of a real or potential source of income that is substantive, and (3) do not do disproportional harm to the right holders, will pass the test. The test does not prescribe a template for any preferred system of national limitations and exceptions. The test most likely permits both discrete European-style limitations and broader fair-use-style exemptions, or possibly a combination of both.

In effect, despite over a century of international norm setting in the field of copyright, L&E’s have largely remained “unregulated space.” Nothing in the international acquis would prevent parties to the Berne Union, the WCT or the WTO from entering into a special agreement listing in an exhaustive or enumerative manner those copyright limitations that are permitted within the confines of the three-step test. One could imagine such an instrument as containing a preamble and a number of provisions, divided into several chapters, e.g.: (1) Exclusions from protection (excluding, for instance, facts, ideas, laws and government works); (2) Limits to economic rights (permitting, for instance, exhaustion and various non-public acts of communication); and (3) Limitations and exceptions proper (enumerating both
mandatory and optional L&E’s). Only the norms listed in the latter part would have to comply with the three-step test. This could be guaranteed by including a general provision obligating contracting States to subject any transpositions of the L&E’s listed in the instrument to the three-step test. A preamble might then offer guidance to the contracting States in interpreting the test.

In part III we briefly discuss the benefits and costs of alternative frameworks for a possible international instrument. The framework of human rights bears some promise for an instrument on limitations based, in particular, on core fundamental freedoms, such as freedom of speech and the right to privacy. The framework of competition law may provide the context for international norms on compulsory licensing concerning, for instance, software interoperability or to address other market failures. The framework of consumer law has obvious potential for protecting consumers against unfair terms in standard licensing agreements, and might contain norms that make private copying freedoms ‘click-wrap resistant’. However, none of these regimes has the capacity to encompass the entire spectrum of L&E’s associated with the mature copyright system. Neither of these legal domains would approach the balance sought by an international codification of L&E’s in the same way, with the same broad scope or with the same outcome. We therefore believe that such an instrument should preferably be framed in copyright law. Nevertheless, these alternative regimes do deserve to be seriously explored, since there are clear strategic advantages to be gained from so-called “regime shifting”.

Finally, in part IV we set out in preliminary fashion the basic contours of a multilateral instrument on L&E’s. Considerations of feasibility, political sustainability, and normative priorities, among others, are briefly explored and then situated along a continuum of possible modalities for such an instrument. We then offer some preliminary recommendations on the way forward.

A new international instrument on L&E’s offers a unique opportunity to coordinate, harmonize and balance the heightened (and new) standards of protection set forth in the successive Berne Convention Revisions, the TRIPS Agreement and the WIPO Internet Treaties. International harmonization of L&E’s present in national copyright laws would diminish the reliance on national courts for the interpretation of multilateral accords, therefore augmenting the benefits of substantive rights harmonization. A global approach to L&E’s would further help: i) to facilitate transborder trade, both online and in traditional media, by eliminating inconsistency and uncertainty and encouraging uniformity of standards of protection and transparency; ii) to alleviate institutional weakness of States who need diffusion most (DC’s and LDC’s); iii) to counteract the recent shift to bilateralism and regionalism in international copyright policymaking and; iv) to constrain unilateral ratcheting up of global standards. A new international instrument with a broad membership offers an opportunity to eliminate anticompetitive effects associated with differing levels of protection across national jurisdictions while also consolidating recent gains in integrating public interest goals in the international copyright system.

The minimum goals of an international approach to L&E’s would include: i) elimination of barriers to trade, particularly in regard to activities of information service providers; ii) facilitation of access to tangible information products; iii) promotion of innovation and competition; iv) support of mechanisms to promote/reinforce fundamental freedoms; and v) provision of consistency and stability in the international copyright framework by the explicit promotion of the normative balance necessary to support
knowledge diffusion. Ideally, an international instrument on L&E’s must: a) be flexible; b) leave some room for cultural autonomy of national states, allowing diverse local solutions; and c) be judicially manageable.

We believe that to restore balance to the international copyright regime, a multilateral solution – as opposed to bilateral approaches – is necessary. But at the same time regional experimentation allowing for incremental development of L&E’s among like-minded countries should also be encouraged. We also note that since L&E’s are inherently a component of any claim for enforcement, there may exist interesting opportunities to include within the scope of the instrument linkages to enforcement concerns that occupy most developed countries.

Finally, we recommend a global instrument on L&E’s to be cast, at least initially, in soft law. Soft law agreements are easier to negotiate and adapt to future circumstances as the need arises. Moreover the norms of a soft law instrument might in the course of time evolve into a hard law treaty. We believe that a joint initiative between WIPO and the WTO could be an ideal and appropriate expression of a soft law modality with real impact for collective action on an international instrument on L&E’s.
INTRODUCTION

It is a well-established principle of copyright doctrine that the qualified grant of proprietary rights over the fruits of creative enterprise is directed first and foremost at the promotion of the public interest. Many countries around the world explicitly recognize this vital goal as a foundational element of their copyright systems. Indeed, from the very first formal copyright law, the British Statute of Anne (1710), the encouragement of learning and dissemination of knowledge as a means to enhance the general welfare have been chief objectives behind the grant of exclusive rights to authors. For over one hundred years, this public-centered rationale of copyright protection has been recognized and clearly articulated in all major instruments for the global regulation of copyright. The currently preeminent global intellectual property (IP) treaty, the Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) concluded under the auspices of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1994, recently reflected and reaffirmed this basic precept by describing the overarching objective of intellectual property protection under the Agreement as “the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge . . . conducive to social and economic welfare.”

Despite a broad embrace of the welfare-promoting function of copyright protection, when European nations concluded the first international accord for the transborder regulation of copyright, the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (1886), mandatory global limitations to preserve mechanisms directed at securing access to the product of intellectual enterprise were not included as part of the international system. To the extent that this initial multilateral copyright agreement reflected the framework of existing bilateral trade agreements among European States, its cornerstone principle was that of nondiscrimination and the major concern was thus to circumscribe the ability of member nations to protect works of its own nationals while exploiting the works of foreigners. As such, the Berne Convention was designed as a rights-centered instrument aimed primarily at the protection of creative works across international borders by minimizing differences among national criteria for the protection of copyrighted works and establishing a core set of basic standards to which all nations would be bound. Moreover, to secure the minimum-rights approach to multilateral protection, Article 20 of the Convention committed members to ever-increasing levels of protection by requiring that any special agreements among contracting States grant authors greater rights than those provided in the Berne Convention.

---

2. See Statute of Anne, 8 Anne, c. 19 (1710), pmbl. & art. I.
5. TRIPS Agreement, supra n. 4, art. 7. See also id., art 8.1.
6. Berne Convention, supra n. 3.
8. Berne Convention, supra n. 3, art. 20.
As a result, the notion of the public interest in the international copyright regulatory framework has from its inception in 1886 focused almost exclusively on merely one aspect, namely the maximum protection of creative enterprise through the grant of exclusive rights to authors. The other component of the public interest, that of ensuring optimal access to creative works and stimulating broad dissemination of knowledge and downstream creativity, has been historically left to the discretion of individual States, thus producing a patchwork effect with respect to copyright limitations and exceptions. This rights-centered dominance in international copyright policymaking has recently been reinforced by the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement, as well as a host of bilateral and regional agreements between the U.S. and EU on the side and a number of developing countries on the other.9

In the last decade, the delineation of the conditions of access to copyrighted works as well as the integration of viable access mechanisms into the international copyright regulatory framework have become one of the most controversial topics in international copyright law.10 The emergence of technological protection mechanisms (TPMs), often reinforced by one-sided contractual provisions, have enabled copyright owners to exercise an unprecedented level of control over both the access to and the utilization of creative works worldwide, occasioning what has been labeled by some as the “privatization” of copyright law.11 In effect, while new technologies have spurred an extraordinary increase in creative activity and afforded owners of knowledge goods a myriad of novel opportunities to disseminate their works to the public, so also has it facilitated new access-inhibiting mechanisms recognized and protected by the international copyright system. The combined effects have provided copyright owners with near-absolute power over the contents of their works and hindered the welfare ideals recognized by both national and international copyright instruments.

Widespread concern by scholars, non-governmental organizations, public institutions as well as governments of developing (DC’s) and least-developed countries (LDC’s) has recently impelled reconsideration of the balancing principles within the international copyright framework, with proposals for reform ranging from calls for modification of the Berne/TRIPS “three-step test,”12 which is commonly viewed as a constraint on the sovereign discretion of nations to provide flexibilities in their laws, to the incorporation of a general clause within the international framework akin to the fair use provision in U.S. copyright law.13 Most recently, a proposal for a “reverse notice and take down” regime that holds great

10 See, e.g., GERVAIS, supra n. 9. See also generally Ruth L. Okediji, Toward an International Fair Use Doctrine, 39 COLUM. J. TRANSNATL. L. 75 (2000).
promise in the digital arena has been advanced by leading copyright scholars to enable public interest uses of technically protected works. ¹⁴

Increasing efforts in this area have been, however, directed at the delineation of a core set of explicit L&E’s to be integrated within the current multilateral system which would counteract the ever-expanding panoply of proprietary rights of copyright owners. ¹⁵ The activities of the key institution responsible for the development of substantive standards of international copyright law, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), which has recently commissioned several studies on limitations and exceptions, reflect some of these efforts. The WIPO Development Agenda, which seeks broadly to support a balanced international IP system with public interest considerations to bridge the knowledge and technology gap between wealthy and poor nations is also a promising achievement. ¹⁶ Nonetheless, the importance of limitations and exceptions to the global public interest cannot be reduced to a question merely of geo-political significance, nor is it limited to any one subject matter of intellectual property. Limitations and exceptions to exclusive rights granted to encourage innovative endeavor are an indispensable part of the global economic system upon which the production of knowledge goods is predicated.

Presently, the task of developing a comprehensive framework—both institutional and doctrinal—within the international copyright system to ensure that the continuous upgrading of authors’ rights is balanced by an adequately defined and viable set of exceptions and limitations to copyright remains incomplete. Is a global instrument on limitations and exceptions the appropriate answer? And if so, is this the appropriate time?

This paper examines policy options and modalities for framing an international instrument on limitations and exceptions to copyright within the treaty obligations of the current international copyright system. We consider this international copyright acquis as our general starting point, and evaluate options for the design of such an instrument, including questions of political sustainability and institutional home. The paper is organized as follows: part I analyzes the structure of limitations and exceptions under the Berne

Convention and sketches the rationale for a multilateral approach to the question of limitations and exceptions. In part II, we explore flexibilities inside the international copyright acquis, review the three-step test and assess its import for the validity of a proposed international instrument on L&E’s, particularly given the expansion of the test in the TRIPS Agreement and the interpretive jurisprudence of the WTO dispute panels. In part III, we discuss the benefits and costs of alternative frameworks for a possible international instrument such as human rights law, competition law and consumer protection. We note the strengths and weaknesses of these extra-copyright frameworks in considering a multilateral approach to L&E’s. Finally, in part IV, we set out in preliminary fashion the basic contours of a multilateral instrument on L&E’s, highlighting possibilities for tradeoffs between substance and the design elements. Considerations of feasibility, political sustainability, and normative priorities, among others, are briefly explored and then situated along a continuum of possible modalities for such an instrument. We then offer some preliminary recommendations on the way forward.

I. RATIONALE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENT ON LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

The rights-access balance struck in the current revision of the Berne Convention, the Paris Act (1971) is largely reflective of the conditions that affected the outcome of negotiations on the initial iteration of the Berne Convention in 1886. Prior to the conclusion of negotiations, the copyright laws of individual European nation States each reflected a balance between the protection of authorial rights on the one hand and access to creative works on the other. To eliminate discriminatory practices commonly employed by national laws with respect to foreign works, the Berne Convention at its genesis sought to serve a coordinative function and correlate existing national norms into a set of minimum, baseline principles acceptable to a broad multilateral membership. Ensuring a successful negotiating outcome required that the Convention combine common elements and shared practices of existing national copyright laws of member States. Further, the compromises made by the negotiating parties over the scope of protection to be guaranteed by the Convention meant that many issues were excluded from its coverage and left to the discretion of individual member States. As a result, the outcome of the 1886 Berne negotiations was a rights-centered copyright agreement for at least two reasons. First, the motivating factor behind the Convention was the elimination of discrimination and the general strengthening of authors’ rights across European States. Second, the success of the negotiations necessitated that members have policy space to decide the appropriate balance between the strength of proprietary rights on the one hand and the availability of access mechanisms on the other. This minimum rights approach, which allowed member States to provide limitations on authorial rights in their national legislation has been followed in later iterations of the Berne Convention, as well as in negotiations on the WTO TRIPS Agreement and the two 1996 WIPO Internet Treaties.

17 See RICKETSON, supra n. 7, at 78.
18 It is important to note that designing “gaps” in the text of an international treaty either by failing to address issues or by explicitly excluding issues is a familiar device of international cooperation. Indeed, one reason States choose incompleteness by design is because the costs of advanced specificity in a controversial area may jeopardize the successful conclusion of the treaty. This was clearly the situation with regard to L&E’s in the Berne Convention. See Kamiel J. Koelman, Fixing the Three-step Test, 2006 E.I.P.R. 407; Christophe Geiger, From Berne To National Law, via the Copyright Directive: The Dangerous Mutations of the Three-step Test, 2007 E.I.P.R. 486.
19 See RICKETSON, supra n. 7, at 46-49, 56-60.
Aside from the notion that Berne member States are left with discretion to determine the appropriate rights-access balance within their domestic copyright systems, the Convention itself includes a number of provisions limiting exclusive authorial rights which are reflective of the public interest. While neither the initial nor later iterations of the Berne Convention go to the lengths of delineating a comprehensive framework of access principles, the Convention does set forth a number of general limitations as well as specific exceptions to copyright which provide members the latitude of allowing access for certain predefined uses. Further, the Berne Convention rejects a universalist conception of copyright, which would require at a minimum a consensus on the overarching principle behind an author’s natural right to property in her works. There is agreement, however, that copyright has an instrumental purpose, and despite differences in the locus of that purpose (author’s rights or utilitarianism), the Berne Convention ultimately is directed at promoting the economic, social or cultural claims of States and their polity. As a Union, the Berne framework precludes any serious incursions into this foundational ethos.

Today the vintage preoccupation with competing common and civil law rationalizations of IP protection and the expected gains of strong IP protection have given way to much larger considerations of the global effects of unlimited exclusive rights in knowledge goods. From public health to consumer protection, the high social costs of ever-expanding IP protection have compelled a demand from scholars, policy makers, international agencies and civil society groups for accountability in the IP system to the fundamental public purpose that private rewards for innovation and creative works are intended to advance. In the transnational public sphere, these demands coalesced into two broad alliances for reform – the access to medicines and access to knowledge (A2K) campaigns – each focused on pivotal legal and policy questions in their respective subjects (i.e., patents and copyright) regarding the integration of viable access mechanisms into the international IP framework. In both fields, efforts to address the structural imbalance in the TRIPS Agreement between the robust scope of rights granted to owners on the one hand, and the limited avenues to enhance competition, promote user interests and provide opportunities for bulk access to knowledge goods on the other, have been directed toward delineation of a policy sphere where the presumptive powers of rights holders must give way to identifiable national public goals.

As is widely recognized, the unlimited grant or exercise of rights by copyright holders without corresponding and appropriate L&E’s has serious adverse long-term implications not only for development priorities, but indeed for the creative and innovation process itself. It is firmly established that most innovation occurs incrementally by building on preceding technologies or existing knowledge, which underscores the crucial role that access plays in the achievement of copyright’s fundamental goals. On the same note, empirical evidence in some developed countries suggests that in regions where technological developments and know-how have been freely disseminated, there has been corresponding technological growth and innovation. As mechanisms of access, L&E’s contribute to the dissemination of

---

21 See, e.g., Berne Convention, supra n. 3, arts. 19 and 20. See also Okediji, supra n. 15.
23 Id.
knowledge, which in turn is essential for a variety of human activities and values, including liberty, the exercise of political power, and economic, social and personal advancement. Finally, appropriately designed L&E’s may alleviate the needs of people around the world who still lack access to books and other educational materials, and also open up rapid advances in information and communication technologies that are fundamentally transforming the processes of production, dissemination and storage of information.

A new international instrument on L&E’s offers a unique opportunity to coordinate, harmonize and balance the heightened (and new) standards of protection set forth in the successive Berne Convention Revisions, the TRIPS Agreement and the WIPO Internet Treaties. International harmonization of L&E’s present in national copyright laws would diminish the reliance on national courts for the interpretation of multilateral accords, therefore augmenting the benefits of substantive rights harmonization. For example, a new international instrument on L&E’s could help to eliminate diverging interpretations of the three-step test across national jurisdictions and therefore provide coherence and predictability in an environment of dynamic innovation. A new international instrument would also offset the TRIPS constriction of three-step test as well as the nascent jurisprudence of WTO dispute panels which elevates economic benefits of control over economic benefits of diffusion. This jurisprudence, also fails to accommodate the dynamic nature of the creative enterprise.

A global approach to L&E’s would further help: i) to facilitate transborder trade, both online and in traditional media, by eliminating inconsistency and uncertainty and encouraging uniformity of standards of protection and transparency; ii) to alleviate institutional weakness of States who need diffusion most (DC’s and LDC’s); iii) to counteract the recent shift to bilateralism and regionalism in international copyright policymaking and; iv) to constrain unilateral ratcheting up of global standards. Finally, a new international instrument with a broad membership offers an opportunity to eliminate anticompetitive effects associated with differing levels of protection across national jurisdictions while also consolidating recent gains in integrating public interest goals in the international copyright system, as seen notably in the Preamble to the TRIPS Agreement, the Preamble to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and its Agreed Statements.

II. IN SEARCH OF “WIGGLE ROOM”: FLEXIBILITIES IN THE INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT ACQUIS

Ideally, a new international instrument on L&E’s should be compatible with the standards set by the international copyright acquis, while optimally exploiting flexibilities that exist within the current multilateral framework. In search of these flexibilities, it is important to understand the mechanics of the copyright system. Statutory limitations and exceptions are but one, albeit very important, way of creating balance inside copyright. The tool-box of copyright law consists of several other balancing instruments as well, including, for example, the concept of a “work of authorship,” which features a requirement of “originality”; the idea/expression dichotomy, which delineates the border between protected subject matter and the public domain; the delineation of economic rights of the right holder, such as the right of reproduction and the right of communication to the public; general limits

---

25 See WCT, supra n. 3.
to copyright, such as the exhaustion rule (first-sale doctrine) and the term of protection; and, finally, limitations and exceptions proper. In addition, outside the copyright tool-box, certain limits to copyright can be directly sourced in fundamental rights and freedoms, such as freedom of expression and the right to privacy, and others in competition law such as the use of compulsory licenses.

This part explores the “wiggle room”\textsuperscript{27} that the main multilateral conventions (BC, TRIPS and the WCT) leave to the contracting States to set limits to copyright and, by implication, to enter into special agreements codifying such limits, without undercutting the acquis. It assesses the latitude left by these Conventions to member States to limit exclusive rights of copyright right holders either by tailoring subject matter or economic rights or by way of limitations and exceptions. Once established, this latitude defines the breadth and scope of any limits to copyright that might form the content of an international instrument on L&E’s. As will be demonstrated in section A, since the conventional minimum rights are incomplete\textsuperscript{28} and rarely precisely defined, while remaining largely immune to the application of the three-step test, this offers contracting States considerable flexibilities. This section goes on to discuss the handful of more precisely circumscribed limitations found in the Berne Convention which contracting Parties are free to implement. Section B then turns to the “three-step test,” which governs limitations and exceptions to the right of reproduction (BC) and to other minimum rights in the TRIPS and WCT. As we hope to demonstrate, this obstacle to limitations and exceptions too is, perhaps, less insurmountable than is often believed.

A. Minimum Standards

Characteristic of the international copyright regime is a structure of minimum standards, which qualified right holders may invoke before the national courts of the contracting States. These minimum standards need not apply in purely national contexts (BC art. 5.1). States have remained fully autonomous as regards works in their country of origin (BC art. 5.3). At least theoretically, this has left contracting States complete freedom to derogate from the conventional minimum rights as they see fit. Although such derogations do occasionally exist, as a rule, contracting States will shy way from discriminating against national right holders. Such autonomous space, however, can hardly form the basis of an instrument on L&E’s with transnational effect.

The main minimum standards set by the Berne Convention and other international agreements concern: (1) protected subject matter (‘works of authorship’); (2) economic (patrimonial) rights; and (3) limitations and exceptions subject to the “three-step test.” Each of these categories comes with certain limits, which shall be explored in the following section.

1. Limits to Protected Subject Matter


\textsuperscript{28} It is important to note that designing “gaps” in the text of an international treaty either by failing to address issues or by explicitly excluding issues is a familiar device of international cooperation. Indeed, one reason States choose incompleteness by design is because the costs of advanced specificity in a controversial area may jeopardize the successful conclusion of the treaty. This was clearly the situation with regard to L&E’s in the Berne Convention. \textit{See supra} n. 18.
Inherent to the minimum rights prescribed by the Berne Convention, and incorporated by reference into TRIPS and the WCT, are certain general limits to copyright protection that could be exploited in an international instrument on L&E’s, both as regards the subject matter of copyright (“works of authorship”) and the economic rights defined and prescribed by the Conventions. The notion of a “work of authorship,” codified in BC art. 2(1), includes an implicit requirement of “originality,” which rules out, for instance, mere factual accounts. This is, in itself, an important instrument in delineating the borderline between protected creations and the public domain. This ground rule is illustrated by BC art. 2(8), which excludes from copyright protection “news of the day or miscellaneous facts having the character of mere items of press information.” Similarly, TRIPS art. 10(2) and WCT art. 5 state that copyright in compilations of data “shall not extend to the data or material itself.” A related balancing tool is the idea/expression (content/form) dichotomy, codified not in the BC, but in TRIPS art. 9(2) and in WCT art. 2. Accordingly, copyright protection extends “to expressions and not to ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such.”

Note that BC art. 2(8), TRIPS arts. 9(2) and 10(2) and WCT arts. 2 and 5 are clearly phrased as mandatory exclusions from copyright protection. The reasons for these exclusions are, however, not clear from the historic record. Are these objects excluded from copyright protection as a matter of public policy, expressing principles of free speech or freedom of competition? Or are they simply reminders of the general rule that copyright protects original expression? If the former interpretation is correct, one could read into these exclusions an actual obligation upon contracting States not to protect these objects. If the latter is correct, the net effect of these exclusions would be more limited; for example, a Union “author” of news items could not invoke minimum protection in another Union country.

In addition, BC art. 2(4) permits States to exclude from copyright protection government works, an expression of freedom of information principles underlying any functioning democracy, and certainly a likely candidate for incorporation into any international instrument on L&E’s.

2. Limits to Economic Rights

The definition of the economic rights in the Conventions offers additional “wiggle room.” The BC enumerates the minimum rights in a rather haphazard fashion, reflecting the history of the Convention; rights were added incrementally as new modes of exploitation became mainstream. Additional minimum standards are set by TRIPS and the WCT. But not all economic rights normally found in national laws have found their way into the international copyright acquis. A display right, for instance, is not recognized in any of the three main Conventions, while a right of commercial rental of films and software may not be required depending on market conditions (TRIPS art. 11 and WCT art. 7) and an artist’s resale right has voluntary status only. (BC art. 14ter). Such unregulated or optional rights may therefore be subjected to unlimited limitations and exceptions.

30 TRIPS Agreement, supra n. 4; WCT, supra n. 3.
31 See RICKETSON & GINSBURG, supra n, 29, at 498-501.
32 See RICKETSON & GINSBURG, supra n, 29, at 499.
But even a minimum right seemingly carved in stone, such as the right of reproduction, may leave contracting States latitude for limitation. While BC art. 9(1) prescribes the “exclusive right of authorizing the reproduction of … works, in any manner or form,” and the Agreed Statements to the WCT confirm its application in the digital environment, neither instrument defines the act of “reproduction” as such. Scholars have convincingly argued that reproduction is basically a normative, not a technical notion, and should therefore be interpreted in the light of its objective. This line of reasoning leaves room, for instance, for a statutory carve-out permitting acts of economically insignificant temporary copying. Arguably, such carve-outs need not be subjected to the three-step test.

Further flexibilities can be derived from the notion of “public,” which determines the scope of several other economic rights codified in the Berne Convention, some of which were eventually absorbed by the general right of communication to the public that was introduced in WCT art. 8. Indeed, many countries have already taken advantage of such flexibilities by permitting certain de minimis acts of public performance or communication to the public by way of legally defining the contours of these acts around such minimal uses. Examples abound. For instance, many European countries define “public” in respect to the (non-harmonized) right of public performance in such a way as to rule out performances within a circle of family or friends. In some countries, carve-outs go considerably further. For example, art. 17(3)(b) of the Austrian Copyright Act permits retransmission of works over community antenna systems (small cable networks) reaching fewer than 500 households.

The Berne Convention also warrants an exclusive right to make transformative uses, in the form of translations (art. 8), adaptations, arrangements and other alterations (art. 12), and cinematographic adaptations (art. 14(1)). Again, in the absence of clear definitions, these

33 See WCT, supra n. 3, Agreed statements concerning Article 1(4):

The reproduction right, as set out in Article 9 of the Berne Convention, and the exceptions permitted thereunder, fully apply in the digital environment, in particular to the use of works in digital form. It is understood that the storage of a protected work in digital form in an electronic medium constitutes a reproduction within the meaning of Article 9 of the Berne Convention.

34 See Legal Advisory Board, Reply to the Green Paper on Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society, Brussels, September 1995 (copy on file with the authors); see also generally P. Bernt Hugenholtz, Adapting Copyright to the Information Superhighway, in P. BERNT HUGENHOLTZ (ed), THE FUTURE OF COPYRIGHT IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT (Kluwer Law International, 1996) 81-102.


The reproduction of a literary, scientific or artistic work will not include temporary reproduction of a passing or incidental nature and forming an essential part of a technical procedure whose sole purpose is to enable a) the passing on by an intermediary through a network between third parties, or b) a lawful use and if it contains no independent economic value.

36 Note, however, that insofar as such carve-outs from the economic rights would fall under the diffuse rubric of “minor reservations,” they might still fall within the ambit of the three-step test. See discussion below.

37 These rights include the right of public performance “by any means or process” (BC art. 11); the public recitation including the public communication of thereof (BC art. 11ter); the public performance of cinematographic adaptations (BC art. 14(1)); the rights of broadcasting, rebroadcasting, cable distribution, and public communication by loudspeaker (BC art. 11bis).

provisions leave some room for de facto limitations, for instance by determining in national statutory law or case law the criteria for copyright infringement (i.e. the scope of the adaptation right).

The exhaustion rule (or first-sale doctrine) found in most national laws, and permitted under TRIPS art. 6 and WCT art. 6.2 is another boundary of copyright.39 The same can be said of the limited term (duration) of copyright (BC art. 7). Note that although the minimum Berne term of 50 years p.m.a. (BC art. 7) is increasingly overrun by countries providing “life plus seventy;” the Berne minimum is in itself subject to several exceptions.40

3. Specific Limitations and Exceptions in the BC

The Berne Convention recognizes two types of limitations: compensated limitations and uncompensated limitations. Uncompensated limitations usually mirror uses or practices that are not considered part of the legitimate scope of the author’s proprietary grant. Compensated limitations usually suggest that the copyright owner is not entitled to control whether the work is used, but is always entitled to remuneration as part of the copyright incentive scheme. The difference between the two categories is important especially in relation to the three-step test discussed below. Assuming for the moment that compensated limitations are not immune to three-step test scrutiny, the existence of a statutory compensation scheme may avoid causing “unreasonable prejudice” to authors or right holders and thereby makes it easier for limitations of the latter category to satisfy the third step of the test.41

Uncompensated limitations in the Berne Convention include provisions permitting public speeches (art. 2bis(2)), quotations (art. 10(1)), uses for teaching purposes (art. 10(2)), press usage (art. 10bis(1)), reporting of current events (art. 10bis(2)) and ephemeral recordings by broadcasting organizations (art. 11bis(3)).42 Many of these provisions simply state the purpose of the permitted use and leave a considerable measure of freedom to contracting States for implementation at the national level. In some cases (e.g., arts. 10(1) and 10(2)), the norms of the Berne Convention refer to “fair practice,” a notion which arguably leaves room for an interpretation that takes account of local conditions,43 thus creating additional flexibilities.

Note that Berne Convention art. 10(1) is phrased as a mandatory user freedom: “It shall be permissible to make quotations. . . .” While mandatory limitations are not uncommon in international instruments in the general realm of IP (see Appendix B to this Report), this is the only instance of a mandatory limitation in an international copyright treaty.44 The reason for this special status, most likely, again lies in the exception’s rationale:

39 Note that neither the BC nor TRIPS prescribes a general right of distribution.
40 The standard minimum term may be reduced to fifty years from first communication to the public or from creation for cinematographic works. Contracting States may also offer shorter terms of twenty-five years from creation for photographic works and works of applied art. However, art. 9 of the WCT reinstates the normal BC term for photographic works by ruling out the application of Berne art. 7(4). For works in which copyright is initially vested in a corporate entity, minimum terms expire fifty years from first publication or creation (TRIPS art. 12).
41 See discussion below.
42 See WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 11-20. For a summary of these limitations, see Appendix A to this Report.
43 WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 13.
44 Note that the BC, TRIPS and the WCT do provide for certain mandatory exclusions of protected subject matter. See discussion above.
freedom of expression. Moreover, a right to quote might be considered an essential prerogative for the authors, who traditionally occupy center stage in the Berne Convention.

In addition to the specific limitations enumerated in the Convention, art. 9(2) allows unspecified limitations to the right of reproduction, subject to the “three-step test,” which is discussed below. The TRIPS Agreement and the WCT do not contain any additional specific limitations to the rights newly introduced by these Conventions; both Treaties extend the rule of the “three-step test” to all rights covered by the respective treaties. Note however that the contracting parties to the WCT did expressly underscore the importance of retaining a balance in copyright, as is clear from its preamble, which may serve as a guideline to interpretation of the norms of the WCT, and arguably the Berne Convention as well.

In addition to the limitations and exceptions discussed above, the Berne Convention allows, in a few well circumscribed situations, for statutory (compulsory) licensing, as in the case of the recording of musical works (art. 13(1)) and broadcasting and cable retransmission (art. 11bis(2)). In such cases, right holders have a right to equitable remuneration.

Moreover, as the record of the Stockholm Conference reveals, certain exceptions to particular rights, although not expressed in the international instruments, might be nevertheless implied. These so-called minor reservations (or “minor exceptions”) fall into two categories: i) those in relation to performing, recitation, broadcasting, recording and cinematographic rights, and ii) those in relation to translations. As their name “minor reservations” indicates, these implied limitations usually concern de minimis uses, such as use of works during religious ceremonies, or use by military bands. During the Brussels and Stockholm Conferences on the Revision of the Berne Convention, the delegations invoked the “minor reservations” doctrine to justify the maintenance in their national laws of existing exceptions of minor importance. Such minor reservations might be codified in a future instrument on L&E’s.

Finally, for developing nations, there exist additional flexibilities in the Berne Appendix. However, due to the complexity of its provisions and the administrative burden that it imposes on its users, the Appendix has largely remained unused.

B. Three-step Test

1. Scope and Function of the Three-step Test

a. Introduction

At the 1967 Stockholm Conference, the so-called three-step test of art. 9(2) was introduced in international copyright law as a companion to the formal recognition of the

---

45 See Berne Convention, supra n. 3, pmbl. ¶5 (“Recognizing the need to maintain a balance between the rights of authors and the larger public interest, particularly education, research and access to information, as reflected in the Berne Convention. . . .” [emphasis in original].
The general right of reproduction in art. 9(1) of the Berne Convention. The three-step test reappeared in TRIPS art. 13 and subsequently in WCT art. 10. Under art. 13 TRIPS, member states shall confine limitations and exceptions are (1) to “certain special cases”, (2) “which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work”, and (3) “do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder”. Increasingly, variants of the test also appear in various regional instruments, such as the European harmonization directives, or in bilateral treaties, such as the US-Australia FTA (art. 17.4(10)).

The evolution of the three-step test into the overriding norm of international copyright law through its incorporation into the TRIPS Agreement, has attracted criticism from scholars and stakeholders alike. The three-step test apparently negates the balance between exclusivity and access that should be inherent in any mature copyright system. Its focus, as with the entire structure of minimum rights, is geared towards protecting rights of authors or, in the case of TRIPS, “right holders,” not the interests of society or the general public. Cumulative application of the three steps, as its wording requires, heavily tilts the balance in favour of the right holders. Through its incorporation into the TRIPS Agreement, what was essentially a norm of international copyright has morphed into a norm of international trade law. Thereby, it has lost much of its original normative content. Finally, the test fails to take into account the justified needs of developing nations. The authors of this paper share much of this criticism. However, as a political reality, the existing acquis, including the three-step test, can hardly be ignored. Fortunately, as the following analysis will reveal, despite its firm wording, the three-step test does still provide members with flexibilities, and leaves sufficient room for States to enter into an instrument on L&E’s with meaningful substantive content.

During its transformation from a norm of international copyright to a norm of international trade law, the focus of the test has shifted from the interests of the author to those of the right holder. This paradigm shift is not without consequences; it brings to the foreground the commercial interests of intermediaries (“right holders”), while downplaying the interests of the authors. But as Prof. Gervais has noted, the trade-law gloss that TRIPS has put on the three-step test may have actually created some extra space for limitations and exceptions. Whereas under the classic authors’ rights paradigm, “prejudice” (step 3) is likely to be measured in terms of “just reward,” reflecting notions of natural justice traditionally associated with authors’ rights; the same notion read through the lens of TRIPS is more likely to be assessed by application of the actual damage criterion usually associated with trade law.

The three-step test has found its way, via WCT art. 10, into art. 5(5) of the European Copyright (Information Society) Directive of 2001. Articles 6(3) of the EC Computer

---

50 D. Gervais, Making Copyright Whole: A Principle Approach to Copyright Exceptions and Limitations (unpublished manuscript on file with the authors).
51 See Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, OJ L 167, June 22, 2001, art. 5.5 [hereinafter Directive 2001/29/EC] (“The exceptions and limitations provided for in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall only be applied in certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work or other subject-matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder.”).
Programs Directive, 10(3) of the EC Rental Right Directive and 6(3) of the EC Database Directive were already modeled on the three-step test. Thus, the three-step test has become a norm of Community law, qualifying it for interpretation by the European Court of Justice. Moreover, following its incorporation into the Information Society Directive, and despite general agreement among European scholars that the test is a norm addressed to the legislatures, not the citizens of the member States, several EU States have seen fit to transpose the norm directly into their national laws. Thus, in these countries, the three-step test now constitutes a directly applicable rule of substantive law as regards the interpretation of limitations. Note that China had incorporated the three-step into national legislation already in its copyright law of 2002. More recently, following the US-Australia FTA, the Australian legislature has done the same.

The test is often portrayed as imposing a “limit to limitations.” This is indeed what the language suggests. In this vein, the WTO Panel in the IMRO case, which pitted the European Union against the United States in a conflict concerning the interpretation of the so-called “business exemption” (Section 110(5) of the US Copyright Act), notes at the outset of its opinion “that [TRIPS] Article 13 cannot have more than a narrow or limited operation. Its tenor, consistent as it is with the provisions of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention (1971), discloses that it was not intended to provide for exceptions or limitations except for those of a limited nature.” However, the history of the three-step test tells a somewhat different story. As the drafting history of the Stockholm Revision of the BC reveals, art. 9.2 is more akin to a “grandfathering” clause; a purposefully vague reflection of a compromise among States of different copyright traditions, which confirms that the broad array of – frequently broadly worded – statutory limitations that existed at the national levels in 1967 is in conformity with BC minimum standards. The same might be said in respect of art. 13 of the TRIPS Agreement adopted in 1994.

b. What Are “Limitations and Exceptions”?

---


53 These States include: the Czech Republic, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal and Slovakia.

54 Other member States, including Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, have remained more faithful to the test’s original function as a meta-norm addressed to national legislatures. But even in member States where no transposition of the three-step test has occurred, national courts compelled to interpret national law in conformity with Community law, now regularly refer to the three-step test in their decisions. See, e.g., De Nederlandse Dagbladpers v. the Netherlands, District Court of the Hague (Rechtbank ’s Gravenhage), 2 March 2005, [2005] Computerrecht 143 (State-operated electronic press clipping service for government officials not deemed to fall under news reporting exception because such use would conflict with normal exploitation of newspaper articles).

55 See Copyright Act of China, art. 21; see also Geiger, supra n. 52, at n 8. See also generally G. Shoukang, New Chinese Copyright Act, [2000] 31 IIC 526-530.

56 See Australia Copyright Act (as amended), Act. No. 158, 2006, sec. 200AB.


59 For an exemplary, see inventory of limitations and exception existing in national law in a number of contracting States (e.g., Germany, Netherlands, France, United Kingdom and India) prior to the 1967 Stockholm Conference. See also M. SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 52-81.

60 See SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 87.
While BC art. 9(2), TRIPS art. 13 and WCT art. 10 expressly refer to “limitations and exceptions” as the object of the three-step test, surprisingly little has been written, even in the IMRO WTO Panel Report, on what actually constitutes “limitations and exceptions.” In all likelihood, the term applies first and foremost to statutory limitations that curtail the rights of right holders in specific circumstances to cater for the interests of certain user groups or the public at large. Given the structure of the three Conventions, the three-step test need not be applied to codifications of the subject matter of copyright or of the minimum rights as such. According to some scholars, the term also does not encompass provisions that restrict the exercise of economic rights, such as provisions mandating the collective exercise of rights found in a variety of European directives and national laws. An example is art. 9(1) of the EC Satellite and Cable Directive, which requires that rights of cable retransmission be exercised solely through collecting societies. Although the practical effect of such a rule is similar to that of a statutory or compulsory license (providing for a right of remuneration), it is technically not a limitation, since the exclusive economic right remains intact and can still be enforced on behalf of right holders by designated collecting societies.

Whether the compensated limitations permitted under the Berne Convention qualify as “limitations and exceptions” subject to the three-step test under TRIPS art. 13, is an unsettled question. But even if they are, such compensated limitations are generally more likely to pass the test given the fact that prescribing compensation to authors or right holders is generally recognized as a crucial factor in assessing ‘unreasonable prejudice’ under the third step.

Surely, the term “limitations and exceptions” – and by implication the three-step test – cannot apply to exercises of State discretion that are done pursuant to public policy external to copyright issues, such as freedom of expression and competition law, since this would imply a hierarchy of copyright over other domains of law, which would effectively render the copyright system immune against such external sources. However, as case law from the highest courts reveals, such a hierarchy does not exist.

c. Scope of the Three-step Test


63 Gervais, supra n. 50.

64 See, e.g., P. Bernt Hugenholtz, Copyright and Freedom of Expression in Europe, in ROCHELLE C. DREYFUSS, DIANE L. ZIMMERMAN & HARRY FIRST (eds), EXPANDING THE BOUNDARIES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. INNOVATION POLICY FOR THE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY (Oxford University Press, 2001) 343-363 (demonstrating that European courts regularly subject copyright claims to external freedom expression norms); L. Guibault, General Report (ALAI 1998), 46-48 (external limiting of copyright by competition law well established in various national and supranational courts). See also infra part III.
The mother of all three-step tests, BC art. 9(2), applies only to the right of reproduction guaranteed in Berne art. 9(1). Other economic rights guaranteed under the Convention come either with corresponding specific limitations (e.g., quotation), or none at all. In the latter case, the “minor exceptions” doctrine may apply. Given the structure of the Berne Convention, the three-step test arguably does not extend to a State exercise of discretion pursuant to those articles where such discretion has explicitly been granted, such as articles 2bis, 10 and 10bis. Thus, States may freely enact legislation with respect to the subjects covered in these provisions without the restrictions of the three-step test.  

TRIPS art. 13 takes the test an important step further. It now applies to all economic rights guaranteed by TRIPS as minimum standards. These include not only the rights newly recognized in TRIPS, such as the right of rental (TRIPS art. 11), but also the panoply of rights of the Berne acquis as incorporated into TRIPS (TRIPS art. 9(1)). Likewise, TRIPS art. 13 most likely applies not only to express limitations but also to the “minor reservations” implied in the Berne Convention.

What is still unclear, however, is whether TRIPS art. 13 would permit three-step test compliant exceptions and limitations that are not allowed under the Berne Convention on account of Berne’s more limited “minor reservations” doctrine. This was one of several preliminary issues raised in the IMRO case. According to the European Community, this would effectively undermine the Berne acquis and therefore create a conflict with BC art. 20 and TRIPS art. 2(2).

On the other hand, according to the United States, “[t]he text of Article 13 is straightforward and applies to ‘limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights’. Not some limitations, not limitations to some exclusive rights.” In the end, the WTO Panel did not have to resolve the issue, because the contentious provision of the U.S. Copyright Act was judges by the Panel to be in conflict with TRIPS art. 13.

WCT art. 10 appears to be stricter and has a more pronounced dual function than TRIPS art. 13. WCT art. 10(1) concerns the rights newly granted in arts. 6, 7 and 8 of the WCT. Like BC art. 9(2), art. 10(1) of the WCT can therefore directly be invoked as a basis for national limitations. But art. WCT 10(2) serves a different function. It obligates States contracting to the WCT, which are bound to comply with the substantive provisions of the BC by virtue of art. 1(4), to subject any limitations thereto, arguably including the so-called “minor reservations,” to the three-step test. Thus, like TRIPS art. 13, art. 10(2) of the WCT applies to limitations and exceptions to all the economic rights already recognised by Berne. The potential impact of WCT art. 10(2) on Berne limitations, however, is neutralized by the Agreed statements concerning art. 10:

It is understood that the provisions of Article 10 permit Contracting Parties to carry forward and appropriately extend into the digital environment limitations and exceptions in their national laws, which have been considered acceptable under the Berne Convention. Similarly, these provisions should be understood to permit Contracting Parties to devise new

---

65 WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 21; RICKETSON & GINSBURG, supra n. 29, at 763.
68 US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, §§6.76–6.77. Cf. GERVAIS, supra n. 9, at 89 (arguing that TRIPS art. 13 “does not create new exceptions”).
69 US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, §6.79.
70 US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, §6.82.
72 Senftleben, in Dreier/Hugenholtz, Concise Copyright, WCT, art. 10, n. 6(b).
exceptions and limitations that are appropriate in the digital networked environment. It is also understood that Article 10 (2) of the WCT neither reduces nor extends the scope of applicability of the limitations and exceptions permitted by the Berne Convention.\textsuperscript{73}

Following a literal reading of the test, as enshrined in various international treaties, the three steps of the test must apply cumulatively. This is indeed the general opinion of the WTO Panel in the \textit{IMRO} decision: “Failure to comply with any one of the three conditions results in the Article 13 exception being disallowed.”\textsuperscript{74} By necessity, such cumulative application implies that at least the first and second steps be applied in a liberal manner, so as to leave some relevance to the third and final step.\textsuperscript{75} A narrow construction of these initial steps would otherwise rob the test of much of its meaning. For this reason, Dr. Geiger has advocated reading the test in reverse, i.e. starting with the third step and working backwards from there. Such a reading is likely to accentuate the normative considerations built into the third (then first) step of the test. Indeed, nothing in the wording of the three-step test would prevent a legislator, international court or a WTO panel from following this approach.\textsuperscript{76}

Another approach, which admittedly takes more liberties with the wording of the provision, would be to perceive the norms reflected in the three steps as a trio of factors to be taken into account by legislators or courts – much like the four factors of fair use in section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{77} This approach has the obvious advantage of offering greater flexibility. A limitation might score low on, for instance, the first or second step, but could still be admitted by scoring high on the third test. Indeed, such a “holistic” approach would do more justice to the proportionality test that in essence underlies the three-step test.\textsuperscript{78}

2. \textit{The Three Steps in Some Detail}

The WTO Panel Report in the \textit{IMRO} case has inspired a voluminous literature, including one highly detailed monograph,\textsuperscript{79} on the meaning of the individual steps of the three-step test. This literature need not be repeated here; in the context of this Report we shall limit ourselves to a few general observations.

No authoritative interpretation of the three-step test has ever been given under the Berne Convention.\textsuperscript{80} However, national courts have applied, or at least referred to, the three-step test on many occasions, even before the incorporation of the test in European jurisdictions. The interpretation and application of the test by national courts varies considerably. For instance, while some European courts have judged statutory limitations that allow unauthorized digital “press clipping” to be compliant with the three-step test, others – in almost identical cases – have not.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{73} WCT, \textit{supra} n. 3, Agreed statements concerning Article 10.
\textsuperscript{74} US – Section 110(5) Report, \textit{supra} n. 46, §6.87.
\textsuperscript{75} See, e.g., \textit{SENFLEBEN}, \textit{supra} n. 47, at 244.
\textsuperscript{76} Geiger, \textit{supra} n. 58, at 18.
\textsuperscript{77} K. J. Koelman, \textit{Fixing the Three-Step Test}, 2006 E.I.P.R. 407; Geiger, \textit{supra} n. 58 at 19.
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{SENFLEBEN}, \textit{supra} n. 47, at 243.
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{SENFLEBEN}, \textit{supra} n. 47.
\textsuperscript{80} Such an interpretation could have been given only by the International Court of Justice. \textit{See} Berne Convention, \textit{supra} n. 3, art. 33; \textit{RICKETSON & GINSBURG}, \textit{supra} n. 29, at 1152.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{See} Geiger, \textit{supra} n. 52, at 489, (discussing individual national cases).
In 2000, TRIPS art. 13 was interpreted in considerable detail in the IMRO case.\textsuperscript{82} Another Panel has interpreted the test’s patent law corollary – TRIPS art. 30 – in similar detail.\textsuperscript{83} While both Panel Reports contain valuable analyses of the three-step test and of its place and function in the international law of intellectual property, it should be borne in mind that the WTO Panels are not courts and that the legal framework within which they operate is the law of international trade, not of copyright. Thus, WTO Panels are likely to be relatively insensitive to arguments based on fundamental rights and freedoms or (other) non-economic (e.g. cultural or educational) public interests, even if art. 7 of the TRIPS Agreement mandates that the protection of intellectual property rights be “conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations.”\textsuperscript{84} Also, it is unlikely for a variety of reasons that decisions of WTO panels qualify as definitive interpretations of the relevant norms in question.\textsuperscript{85} In sum, WTO panel decisions ought to have only limited precedent value for international courts, such as the International Court of Justice, which is competent to interpret the BC and the WCT, or national courts interpreting national norms of copyright law.

a. Step 1: Special Cases

Under the first prong of the three-step test, limitations and exceptions must be confined to “certain special cases.” Although one might argue that any purpose-specific limitation complies with this requirement almost by definition, making the first step basically superfluous,\textsuperscript{86} the IMRO Panel Report does contain exhaustive discussion of this threshold criterion. The word “certain” implies, according to the Panel, that, as a matter of legal certainty, a limitation must be well-defined. However, this does not rule out broadly phrased limitations, such as the fair use exemption in the United States, as a matter of principle:\textsuperscript{87}

\ldots there is no need to identify explicitly each and every possible situation to which the exception could apply, provided that the scope of the exception is known and particularised. This guarantees a sufficient degree of legal certainty.\textsuperscript{88}

The Panel subsequently interpreted the term “special” as meaning something akin to exceptional. “In other words, an exception or limitation should be narrow in quantitative as well as a qualitative sense.”\textsuperscript{89} The Panel thus rejected the interpretation advanced by several scholars, that “special” has normative meaning (i.e., that the purpose of the exempted use be objectively justifiable).\textsuperscript{90} However, according to the Panel, the term “special” does not imply

\begin{footnotes}
\item[82] See US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46.
\item[84] See Okediji, supra n. 10. See also Dreyfuss, supra n. 49, at 22.
\item[85] SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 107-108.
\item[87] Several scholars have questioned whether the fair use doctrine complies with (the first part of) the three-step test. See, e.g., WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 68-769; Okediji, supra n. 10, at 148; SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 162.
\item[88] US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, §6.108.
\item[90] WIPO Study, supra n. 15; SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 137 et seq.
\end{footnotes}
that policy objectives pursued by the limitation or exception at issue need to be objectively justified, as was argued by the EC in the case.

In our view, the first condition of Article 13 requires that a limitation or exception in national legislation should be clearly defined and should be narrow in its scope and reach. On the other hand, a limitation or exception may be compatible with the first condition even if it pursues a special purpose whose underlying legitimacy in a normative sense cannot be discerned. The wording of Article 13’s first condition does not imply passing a judgment on the legitimacy of the exceptions in dispute.91

In other words, it is left to the discretion of WTO members to determine the need for and the objectives of exceptions and limitations as they see fit.

b. Step 2: No Conflict with Normal Exploitation

The second step is arguably more critical, and the WTO Panel’s interpretation thereof certainly more controversial. The Panel’s reading of “normal exploitation: is essentially economical, and consequently restrictive:

We believe that an exception or limitation to an exclusive right in domestic legislation rises to the level of a conflict with a normal exploitation of the work (i.e., the copyright or rather the whole bundle of exclusive rights conferred by the ownership of the copyright), if uses, that in principle are covered by that right but exempted under the exception or limitation, enter into economic competition with the ways that right holders normally extract economic value from that right to the work (i.e., the copyright) and thereby deprive them of significant or tangible commercial gains.92

According to the Panel, the term “normal” has two connotations (§6.166). Normal exploitation is, firstly, all what a right holder may – empirically – expect from exploiting the work. This interpretation obviously suffers from a certain circularity, as right holders will not expect income from rights that are subjected to exceptions. Accordingly, normal exploitation also relates to “those forms of exploitation which, with a certain degree of likelihood and plausibility, could acquire considerable economic or practical importance” (§ 6.180). In other words, normal exploitation is also by reference to what right holders may expect from potential or future markets (§6.184). But yet again, there is an element of circularity in this interpretation. As more refined ways of exercising economic rights on a micro-level become economically feasible,93 the field of “normal exploitation” increases, and the discretion of States to introduce or maintain limitations is gradually whittled away. Fortunately, the Panel does admit that right holders are not protected in their expectation in that they may exploit their economic rights to their full extent, i.e., to the very last drop. Or else, no limitations would survive the test and the three-step test would become an empty shell (§ 6.167).

To avoid a circularity of reasoning that would effectively eclipse exceptions and limitations, Dr. Senftleben has proposed to revisit the preparatory works of the Stockholm Conference. According to the Conference record, normal exploitation would encompass “all forms of exploiting a work, which have, or are likely to acquire, considerable economic or

91 US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, §6.112.
93 US – Section 110(5) Report, supra n. 46, § 6.187 (“What is a normal exploitation in the market-place may evolve as a result of technological developments or changing consumer preferences.”)
practical importance.”94 The WTO Panel appears to subscribe to this historic reading by opining:

Thus it appears that one way of measuring the normative connotation of normal exploitation is to consider, in addition to those forms of exploitation that currently generate significant or tangible revenue, those forms of exploitation which, with a certain degree of likelihood and plausibility, could acquire considerable economic or practical importance.95

In other words, there is a conflict with the second step if the exempted use would rob the right holder of a real or potential source of income that is substantive.

Although the Panel refers to this second connotation as “normative,” it does not factor in any truly normative considerations in this second step. In this respect, the Panel decision differs markedly from the Panel decision in the Canadian patent term case. In its analysis of the criterion of normal exploitation in TRIPS art. 30, the WTO Patent Panel standardized right holders’ expectations by reference to the policy objectives underlying patent protection. Exploitation of patents is normal only insofar as it is “essential to the achievement of the goals of patent policy.”96

c. Step 3: No Unreasonable Prejudice to Authors/Right Holders

In contrast to the second step, the third step seems to leave legislatures considerable flexibility. This is amplified by the absence of a WTO panel precedent. What the IMRO Panel has opined on the third step repeats much of its dictum on the second step; it appears the Panel has confused the final two steps.97 There appears to be considerable “wiggle room” in the terms “prejudice,” “unreasonable” and “legitimate.” As to “prejudice,” the Panel opined:

. . . a certain amount of “prejudice” has to be presumed justified as “not unreasonable”. In our view, prejudice to the legitimate interests of right holders reaches an unreasonable level if an exception or limitation causes or has the potential to cause an unreasonable loss of income to the copyright owner.98

At the 1967 Stockholm Conference, a principle was established that the payment of equitable remuneration could be taken into account in the context of the third criterion.99 In other words, the third step (further) restricts the availability of uncompensated exceptions.100 Note, however, that the wording of the third step in TRIPS art. 13 departs from art. 9(2) of Berne and art. 10 of the WCT by referring to the interests of the “right holder,” not of the “author.” The different wording is not without consequences. While, arguably, a relatively far-reaching limitation may be compatible with BC art. 9(2) or WCT art. 10 by combining it with a statutory scheme promising compensation to authors (e.g., by way of levies), such a solution might fall short of TRIPS art. 13, since right holders might have more to gain from keeping their economic rights intact than from receiving compensation.

94 SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 177 et seq.; Dusollier, supra n. 52, at 219.
96 SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 424.
97 SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 237.
98 Gervais, supra n. 50.
99 SENFTLEBEN, supra n. 47, at 237.
100 Gervais, supra n. 50.
The terms “legitimate” and “reasonable” at last inject a measure of normative meaning into the three-step test. 101 Both terms allow an, in principle infinite, variety of public interests to be factored into the three-step equation. 102 By the same token, these terms allow fundamental rights and freedoms, such as the right to privacy (which might, e.g., justify a freedom to make private copies) or freedom of expression (which could justify an entire spectrum of excepted uses), to be factored into the three-step test.

C. Final Remarks

Scholars tend to read different meanings into the three-step test. While classic doctrine underscores its function as imposing limits on the “erosion” of copyright by limitations and exceptions, more progressive scholars perceive the three-step test as no more than a “proportionality test” allowing national legislatures a relatively broad measure of discretion in codifying limitations and exceptions while balancing the interests of right holders against those of users and society at large. 103 Read in a constructive and dynamic fashion, the three-step test becomes a clause not merely limiting limitations, but empowering contracting States to enact them, subject to the proportionality test that forms its core and that fully takes into account, inter alia, fundamental rights and freedoms and the general public interest. 104 According to Dr. Senftleben:

The three-step test thus is both a limiting and enabling clause alike. It is a proportionality test which enables the weighing of the different interests involved at the national level so as to strike a proper balance between rights and limitations. 105

Further “wiggle room” could be created by identifying current State practices in respect of limitations and exceptions, which might serve as a valuable aid in interpreting TRIPS art. 13 in a dynamic way. 106 For example, if a considerable number of WTO members considers limitation X to be compliant with the test, then such consensus can hardly be ignored by a WTO panel. Similarly, official language in preambles, agreed statements and the like accompanying post-TRIPS agreements, such as the WCT, could retroactively infuse meaning into the norms of the BC as incorporated into TRIPS and the three-step test. In this context, the importance of the Agreed statements concerning art. 10 of the WCT (which codifies the three-step test) can hardly be overstated. 107

From the preceding analysis we can conclude that limitations and exceptions that (1) are not overly broad, (2) do not rob right holders of a real or potential source of income that is substantive, and (3) do not do disproportional harm to the right holders, will pass the test. The

101 Gervais, supra n. 86, at 17.
102 Note that the WTO Panels in the corresponding patent and trademark law cases expressly referred to the interests of “third parties,” as a factor in determining legitimacy.
103 At a workshop organized jointly organized by the Max Planck Institute and Queen Mary University, a group of copyright scholars from France, Germany, United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands agreed that the three-step test ought not to be mechanically applied as an instrument to reign in existing or future limitations. At a workshop titled “Rethinking the Three-Step Test”, jointly organized by the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property Law and Queen Mary University in London, Paris, ULIP, 16 February 2007, participants agreed to work on a declaration on the three-step test, expressing the consensus opinion that the test should be applied in a liberal, holistic and dynamic manner.
104 See, e.g., Geiger, supra n. 52, at 490-491.
105 Senftleben, supra n. 72.
107 Dusollier, supra n. 52, at 214.
test does not prescribe a template for any preferred system of national limitations and exceptions. The test most likely permits both discrete European-style limitations and broader fair-use-style exemptions, or possibly a combination of both.  

In conclusion, despite an unmistakable “ratcheting up” of levels of copyright protection at the international, regional and bilateral levels, enough “wiggle room” appears to be left to the parties to the main copyright Conventions to make framing an international instrument on L&E’s within the confines of the international acquis a worthwhile exercise. Despite over a century of international norm setting in the field of copyright, limitations and exceptions have largely remained “unregulated space.” This is not to say, of course, that the international acquis is inherently balanced. What it does mean is that there is ample scope for rebalancing without having to deviate from the current acquis.  

Indeed, nothing in the international acquis would prevent parties to the Berne Union, the WCT or the WTO from entering into a special agreement listing in an exhaustive or enumerative manner those copyright limitations that are permitted within the confines of the three-step test. One could imagine such an instrument as containing a preamble and a number of provisions, divided into several chapters, e.g.: (1) Exclusions from protection (excluding, for instance, facts, ideas, laws and government works); (2) Limits to economic rights (permitting, for instance, exhaustion and various non-public acts of communication); and (3) Limitations and exceptions proper. As concluded earlier, only the norms listed in the latter part would have to comply with the three-step test. As to that chapter, the EU Information Society Directive of 2001 inspires a pragmatic, albeit not very elegant solution. Like the Directive, the instrument on L&E’s could provide a list of (mandatory and optional) limitations, and conclude with a general obligation upon contracting States to subject any transpositions thereof to the three-step test. A preamble might then offer guidance to the contracting States in interpreting the test.  

For an exemplary catalogue of limitations and exceptions that are presumably compliant with the international acquis, one need to look no further than the large number of limitations and exceptions enumerated in the Information Society Directive. The Directive introduces an exhaustive list containing a single mandatory limitation (permitting transient copying incidental to digital communications, including caching and browsing) and twenty-one optional limitations, all subject to the “three-step-test.” The limitations officially authorized by the EC legislature concern not only such generally accepted uses as reprography, private copying (subject to “fair compensation”), archival and ephemeral copying, educational uses, use in news reporting and quotation, but also more esoteric uses, such as use in religious celebrations, use for the purpose of “caricature, parody or pastiche,” “use in connection with the demonstration or repair of equipment,” etc. Interestingly, and in

108 M. Senftleben, Beperkingen à la Carte: Waarom de Auteursrechtlijn Ruimte Laat voor Fair Use, AMI 2003/1, at 10 (arguing that the EU Copyright Directive, despite its positivist provenance, permits a broadly worded, fair-use style limitation within the confines of the three-step test).

109 Gervais, supra n. 50.


111 See Directive 2001/29/EC, supra n. 51, art. 5.5 (“The exceptions and limitations provided for . . . shall only be applied in certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work or other subject-matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder.”).

112 In following this approach, however, care should be taken to avoid a proliferation of the test into the norms of national law. See Geiger, supra n. 52.

113 Directive 2001/29/EC, supra n. 51, art. 5.
deviation from the European style of precisely circumscribed limitations, the list also permits
a open-worded limitation allowing the “incidental inclusion of work . . . in other material.”  

As recent European experience with the Directive shows, codification of a catalogue
of exceptions in a supranational instrument may help national States to reassess their national
needs and priorities in terms of copyright limitations. Despite the optional character of nearly
all of the L&E’s codified in the Directive, during the process of national transposition, many
Member States have added exceptions from the list to their national repertoire. Thus the
Directive’s enumeration has effectively served as a confidence-building measure at the
national levels. The Directive’s chapter on limitations and exceptions is, however, also proof
of the draw-back of an optional approach towards L&E’s. Of the 27 Member States of the
European Union, not a single one has seen fit to implement all the limitations and exceptions
permitted under the Directive. In fact, the actual harmonizing effect of the Directive has
remained quite limited. Most States have stuck to their national traditions – some allowing
multiple and broad limitations, others only relatively few and narrow. This has left Europe
with a patchwork of incompatible limitations and exceptions, causing legal uncertainty to the
detriment of commercial providers of cross-border services, such as online music stores, and
of cultural institutions, such as libraries, archives and public broadcasters, offering content
across European borders.

III. LOCALIZING AN INSTRUMENT ON L&E’S: INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE INTERNATIONAL
COPYRIGHT FRAMEWORK?

The structure of the international copyright Conventions, based on minimum rights
and maximum limitations subject to the three-step test, suggests a closed legal system
allowing no additional limits from the outside. Although copyright lobbyists tend to espouse
this view, the legal and political reality is quite different. The norms of international or
national copyright law operate not in a legal vacuum, but in an environment where legal
norms compete, and a specific legal system cannot automatically impose its hierarchy upon
other competing regimes. In other words, various de facto limits to copyright may exist, and
will exist, well outside the traditional copyright framework. Such competing regimes come
in various forms and are based on a variety of competing rationales. Freedom of expression
may protect speech against overbroad exclusive rights. Competition law may require
compulsory licensing by dominant right holders. Consumer protection law may protect end-
users against overreaching “digital rights management” (DRM).

Admittedly, these competing regimes have already found their partial expression in
the law of copyright in many different ways. For instance, the idea/expression dichotomy
reflects the ground rule of freedom of expression and information that ideas are “free as the
air for common use.” Private copying exceptions have their foundations in a variety of

116 Guibault et al., supra n. 115.
117 Guibault et al., supra n. 115, at 63.
concurring principles, including privacy and consumer protection.\textsuperscript{118} The exhaustion rule (first-sale doctrine) is a reflection of competition policies or, as in the case of the European Community, internal-market freedoms. Rules on reverse engineering are essentially special norms of competition law internalized into the law of copyright.

Notwithstanding this process of – as yet incomplete – internalization, these competing regimes in turn have the potential of internalizing and absorbing by themselves certain freedoms traditionally associated with the laws of copyright. Following a brief assessment of some of the weaknesses of the framework of copyright, this part examines three of such non-copyright regimes (human rights, competition law and consumer law), assesses their respective benefits and drawbacks and queries whether any of these regimes might actually offer a more suitable framework for an international instrument on L&E’s.

\section*{A. Copyright Framework}

Prima facie, the obvious place for any instrument on limitations and exceptions is within the framework of international copyright law. The instrument could for instance be shaped as a protocol to the Berne Convention or the WCT, as a stand-alone agreement under the aegis of WIPO, or perhaps as an amendment to part II, section 1 of TRIPS (copyright and related rights). Soft(er) versions of the instrument could be framed as a resolution, declaration, guideline or model law carrying the imprimatur of WIPO, the WTO or both. Dealing with limitations and exceptions inside the existing international framework of copyright has several clear advantages,\textsuperscript{119} which will be elaborated in part IV. But the international copyright framework also comes with drawbacks, some of which are of political or strategic nature, others more legal or technical. A major political risk of framing an instrument on limitations and exceptions within the law of copyright is that those primarily benefiting from such an instrument, i.e. institutional users and consumers, are traditionally underrepresented at the international forums that generate copyright norms. This political risk is acerbated by the dominant discourse of copyright. Both in national and international forums copyright is traditionally conceived as a property right, as are its structure and its discourse. Exclusive rights are the rule, while freedoms are framed as “exceptions” that must be narrowly construed, especially in the authors’ rights tradition that dominates large parts of the world. Due to copyright law’s systemic pro-right-holder bias, as reflected in the property model, achieving a proper balance between protecting the interests of copyright holders and the interests of users will always be an uphill struggle for user groups.

With this political vulnerability come various technical problems and weaknesses of the law of copyright as a system to adequately protect the interests of users. A substantive weakness of copyright is its vulnerability to contractual overrides, which increasingly occur in a digital marketplace governed by “click-wrap” licenses.\textsuperscript{120} The copyright model of a set

\textsuperscript{119}Dreier, supra n. 118, at 311 (naming as advantages of a copyright approach towards limitations notably the balanced opposition of interests through a single political process leading to a single legislative instrument, and the enhanced transparency (user-friendliness) of norms).
\textsuperscript{120}See generally L. GUIBAULT, Copyright Limitations and Contracts - An Analysis of the Contractual Overridability of Limitations on Copyright (Kluwer Law International, 2002).
of rights against the world does not easily accommodate a structure of user “rights” (freedoms) that are immune against such private ordering. For this reason, contractually enforceable user rights have remained exceptional in national laws. Concomitantly, it will be difficult to conceptualize an international instrument on L&E’s having such imperative powers.

Another technical problem derives from the current structure of international copyright law. Qualified right holders may invoke their (minimum) rights directly before national courts in those countries where multilateral copyright Conventions are self-executing (i.e., have direct effect). Indeed, the ambit of the Conventions is rather limited, their direct beneficiaries being foreign authors and right holders that qualify for protection under the rules of application of the Agreements. In purely national situations, the norms of the BC, TRIPS or the WCT do not apply. This combined structure of minimum rights and national treatment combines reasonably well with a set of optional (maximum) limitations. But introducing into this system a structure of mandatory limitations (i.e., guaranteed user freedoms) to the benefit of local (not foreign) users poses a technical challenge, if such minimum freedoms are to become self-executing. At the very least, the new instrument or amended convention would need to be supplemented by rules of application designating the users that might invoke these freedoms. Would only users residing in or nationals from contracting States qualify? Or would a treaty on limitations and exceptions, in contrast to the existing international instruments, apply universally? Admittedly, the existing Conventions do contain a few examples of mandatory limitations, most notably in BC art. 10(1), but these freedoms have to our knowledge never been applied directly before the courts in situations where contracting States failed to guarantee them under national law.

Arguably, the most straightforward way to weave a set of guaranteed user freedoms into the fabric of international copyright law would be to abandon the national treatment plus minimum rights based structure of the acquis altogether and replace it by a structure of uniform norms of global copyright that would apply directly, or indirectly following transposition, in all contracting States. Such an instrument might ideally create uniform norms regarding all the main features of a mature copyright system: subject matter, economic rights, limitations and exceptions, ownership, et cetera; and leave limited room for deviation – either upwards or downwards – at the national levels. Needless to say, the prospects of such a “World Copyright Treaty” are very distant at best.

B. Alternative Frameworks

---

121 See Helberger & Hugenholtz, supra n. 118, at 1074-1075 (giving examples of mandatory limitations in EU directives and national laws of EU Member States).
122 On the other hand, if the minimum user freedoms would be framed merely as norms addressed to States, as is the case in those countries where the international conventions lack direct effect, this technical problem does not occur. States would simply be committed to guarantee these freedoms, by transposing them into national law.
123 Note that none of the standard treatises on international copyright flag this technical issue.
124 Modest examples of this approach in the realm of intellectual property are the uniform laws of trademarks and designs that the Benelux countries (Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembour) entered into by way of trilateral treaties in the 1970’s. The treaty norms preempt the national laws in the Benelux countries and thereby guarantee complete uniformity throughout the region.
In the following discussion, we briefly examine three alternative frameworks for an instrument on L&E’s: human rights, competition law and consumer law. In each case, we identify the advantages and disadvantages of each model, from a normative, political and technical perspective.

1. Human Rights

There is abundance of literature about the complex interplay between copyright norms and human rights. This will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that the ideal copyright system, and its structure of limitations and exceptions in particular, reflects many of the rationales and interests traditionally associated with human rights: protection of property, freedom of speech, right to privacy, right to education and even religious freedoms. An approach that is being strongly promoted by UN bodies today is to further infuse the law of international intellectual property with the norms of human rights. This approach, which is in line with what Prof. Drahos has advocated, would keep more or less intact a coherent framework of international IP law, while making intellectual property “subservient” to (the higher objectives of) human rights. In doing so, the law of international copyright would immediately reflect the general public interest – as an overriding norm, not as an afterthought in the final part of a three-step test.

But one could go even a step further and imagine an international instrument codifying user freedoms expressed not in the language of copyright, but in terms of fundamental (human) rights and freedoms proper. Such an instrument might find its direct doctrinal basis and moral imperative in a wide variety of international, regional and national codifications of human rights and freedoms. Its institutional home might be with such IGO’s as the UN specialized agencies, or, at the European level, the Council of Europe that administers the European Convention on Human Rights. Indeed, several human rights bodies of the UN are showing increasing interest in intellectual property developments.

130 Although its preamble does not specifically refer to human rights, but states an amalgam of objectives, the draft “Access to Knowledge Treaty,” available at http://www.cptech.org/a2k/a2k_treaty_may9.pdf, could be seen as an example of an international instrument based on fundamental rights and freedoms.
132 In the past, the Council of Europe has produced several instruments that express its human rights mandate in special norms relating particularly to the media. An example of such an instrument is the European Convention on Transfrontier Television, concluded in Strasbourg on May 5, 1989. Art. 9 of this Convention asks the contracting States to introduce “a right to short reporting on events of high interest for the public to avoid the right of the public to information being undermined due to the exercise by a broadcaster within its jurisdiction of exclusive rights for the transmission or retransmission.”
affecting human rights and have recently adopted a variety of declarations, guidelines and other forms of soft law on distinct IP-related issues. 133

The norms of such a freedoms-based international instrument – say, a “Treaty on User Freedoms” – might include user freedoms reflecting the “hard core” of fundamental rights and freedoms (notably freedom of expression and information and protection of privacy) as well as softer “welfare rights,” such as cultural freedoms, right to education, etc. A major advantage of such a human rights-based instrument would be that it could define user freedoms not as (negative) “exceptions” to property rights, but in terms of positive “rights” or freedoms.

But the attractions of such a fundamental rights approach should not be overstated. In the first place, waiving the banner of human rights over user freedoms does not automatically immunize them against competing legal regimes. Like other rights, such as copyright, human rights are never absolute. Even “hard core” fundamental rights and freedoms will need to be balanced with competing rights and interests, including IP rights. While the law of international copyright subjects limitations and exceptions to a three-step test, the law of human rights usually imposes a similar test of proportionality upon restrictions to human rights, such as those found in copyright. While the three-step test takes the legitimate interests of the authors or right owners as a starting point of its weighing process, freedom of speech sees intellectual property rights as an exception to a ground rule of freedom, which requires objective justification under strict conditions. 134

Moreover, there is a clear normative risk associated with framing an international instrument on L&E’s within the paradigm of human rights. While free speech and privacy, and to a lesser degree education and science, all have a pedigree in human rights, the same is true for the right to intellectual property. Indeed, there is ample support in literature and case law that the intellectual property right that forms the traditional core of copyright law qualifies for human rights protection. For instance, the protection of proprietary rights in copyrighted works follows directly from art. 27 (2) of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights 135 (UDHR) or art. 15(1)(c) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 136 (ICESCR), instruments that concomitantly guarantee the freedoms that make up the core of limitations and exceptions. 137 The qualification of copyright as a human

---

134 Thus, according to art. 10(2) of the European Convention on Human Rights “[t]he exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of . . . the protection of the . . . rights of others.”
137 Article 27 (2) of the UDHR reads: “Everyone has the right to protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.” Article 15(1)(c) of the ICESCR reads: “The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone: […] (c) To benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.” See also F. Dessemontet, Copyright and Human Rights, in JAN I.C.
Thus, the potential political gains of framing limitations and exceptions in the context of human rights are modest at best. Elevating user freedoms to human rights status bears the risk that the very rights that these freedoms would curtail are given similar “sacred” status. In the end, a similar process of balancing as currently shapes the copyright system would have to be repeated at the higher level of human rights.

Another normative drawback of the human rights approach is that not all human rights are equally firm. Whereas freedom of expression could provide a solid foundation for essential user freedoms such as a quotation right and a right to news reporting, the “softer” welfare rights have far less bite. Indeed, in many cases, such welfare rights are no more than general expressions of the public interest – the political agenda of a welfare state. Yet another drawback of framing L&E’s in an instrument based on human rights principles, would be its limited scope. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to base all necessary limitations and exceptions on human rights values. Consider, for instance, a “right” to make back-up copies or a “right” to reverse engineer – freedoms based more in notions of consumer protection, and competition policy than anything else. Clearly, a human rights-based instrument on L&E’s could never be all-encompassing.

2. Competition Law

Consider instead an international instrument phrased in the language of competition law. Art. 40(2) of TRIPS allows contracting States to specify in domestic legislation licensing practices or conditions that constitute abuses of intellectual property rights having an adverse effect on competition. Art. 40 complements the basic principle expressed in TRIPS art. 8(2), which allows States to adopt measures to curb abuses of intellectual property rights. Read in conjunction, TRIPS arts. 8 and 40(2) would permit States to codify rules aimed at preventing or restricting such anti-competitive practices. The TRIPS rules on competition would, for instance, allow a scheme of compulsory or statutory licensing compelling dominant software manufacturers to license IP-protected interfaces in order to promote interoperability, and thus foster competition. Collective licensing is another area where special rules based on curbing anti-competitive IP practices are in order. Indeed, many countries have adopted measures of control of these activities, often in special legislation. In such countries, tariffs set by collective societies are subject to review by an administrative body (e.g., a copyright board or tribunal). Usually, but not always, collecting societies thus regulated have reprieve from liability under the general rules of competition law.

But the drawbacks of such a competition law-based approach are also patent. By its very nature, the norms of competition law are case-oriented and not easily applied ex ante, as

---


138 Okediji, supra n. 126, at 223.
139 GERVAIS, supra n. 9, at 191- 192.
140 Note that art. 6 of the EC Software Directive has internalized such a rule in the system of European copyright; even so, this may not be enough to curb abusive practices by dominant software manufacturers. See Microsoft Corp. v Commission of the European Communities, Judgment of the Court of First Instance, 17 September 2007, Case T-201/04.
141 Guibault, supra n. 64.
are IP rights and limitations. Moreover, although at an abstract level competition law and copyright law have converging goals of promoting innovation and facilitating markets for information goods and services, the core principles of competition law are hard to translate into clear and predictable norms that cater for the myriad of interests that underlie the copyright equation. As Prof. Dreier has concluded, competition law may be “too ‘heavy-handed’ to achieve the fine-tuning of interests that can be accomplished in intellectual property law.”\[^{142}\] Moreover, the ambit of competition law, and TRIPS arts. 8 and 40(2) in particular, is far too narrow to accommodate even a small portion of the user freedoms that deserve recognition in an international instrument.\[^{143}\] By definition, the norms of competition law apply only in competitive relations, i.e., between market players competing in the market place. What, however, typifies many traditional limitations found in copyright is that they concern uses of copyrighted works, such as quotation, private copying and parody, that do not compete with the right owners’ market activities.

3. Consumer Law

Consider instead an international instrument codifying the rights of the consumer, containing, *inter alia*, specific norms on the rights of consumers of information products and services. Two distinct rationales underlie consumer law: i) to empower consumers as independent market actors and ii) to protect consumers as the structurally weaker party in commercial dealings with suppliers.\[^{144}\] The catalogue of consumer rights in such an international instrument might for instance include a right to make private copies of content from legitimately acquired media, which can not be overridden by standard contract terms. Consumer rights might also forbid other unfair licensing practices, following the model of the European Unfair Terms Directive,\[^{145}\] or restrict the application of DRMs.\[^{146}\] The strategic advantages of framing limitations in terms of consumer rights are potentially large and evident. The paradigm of consumer protection is by definition more conducive to the interests of consumers, and legislators are concomitantly more sympathetic. In consumer law, consumers will always be playing a “home game.”

Framing consumer-oriented limitations in an instrument on consumer protection has technical and normative advantages as well. In contrast to copyright law, the system of consumer law, which is basically an amalgam of specific rules on contract and unfair trade practices, is quite comfortable with a market place that is increasingly ruled by standard contract terms. Indeed, many of the norms of consumer law are specifically aimed at invalidating standard terms considered unfair to the consumers. Unlike copyright law, consumer law specifically targets the commercial relationship between consumers and producers of goods and services. Thus, an instrument framed in consumer law could, for instance, give real effect to consumers’ interests in private copying.\[^{147}\]

However, existing consumer law also has its normative weaknesses. Although consumer law norms generally apply to the supply of goods and services, they have not been
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\[^{142}\] Dreier, *supra* n. 118, at 312.

\[^{143}\] See Okediji, *supra* n. 15 (arguing that in the absence of a competitive relationship art. 40 TRIPS cannot provide a solid basis for limitations favoring (users in) developing nations).

\[^{144}\] Helberger & Hugenholtz, *supra* n. 118, at 1080.


\[^{146}\] See Helberger & Hugenholtz, *supra* n. 118, at 1087-1088.

\[^{147}\] Helberger & Hugenholtz, *supra* n. 118, at 1093.
currently designed with consumers of digital content in mind. Particularly troublesome is the test of “reasonable consumer expectations” that is a core criterion in various norms of consumer law.\textsuperscript{148} This notion is informed by a variety of dynamic exogenous factors, including the state of the law of copyright and evolving business practices, which makes the test basically a moving target, as copyright laws change and business practices evolve, and consumer accommodate their expectations accordingly. What may be a consumer’s reasonable expectation to make a private copy one day, may be wishful thinking another day.\textsuperscript{149}

The normative limits of a consumer law approach are also clear. Consumer law protects consumers, not the professional or institutional users that traditionally occupy center stage in the realm of limitations and exceptions.\textsuperscript{150}

C. Final Remarks

To sum up, several alternative legal regimes deserve serious consideration as a framework for certain limitations and exceptions. The framework of human rights bears some promise for an instrument on limitations based, in particular, on core fundamental freedoms, such as freedom of speech and right to privacy. The framework of competition law may provide the context for international norms on compulsory licensing concerning, for instance, software interoperability. The framework of consumer law has obvious potential for protecting consumers against unfair terms in standard licensing agreements and might contain norms that make private copying freedoms “click-wrap resistant.”

However, none of these regimes has the capacity to encompass the entire spectrum of L&E’s associated with a mature copyright system. Similar problems of scope come with other possible regimes. For example, public broadcasting regulation may require news reporting exceptions in favor of public broadcasters, prohibit ownership of exclusive broadcasting rights in important public events or mandate cable retransmission of “must carry” television programs. Legislation on public libraries might mandate the deposit of copies of published works in public libraries. Such specific rules may perhaps protect the interests of broadcasting organizations and libraries, and by implication the interests of the general public, but only to the extent of the very limited goals of the norms at issue. Assuming it is desirable to codify limitations and exceptions in a more general consolidated instrument, a more coherent and general legal framework is certainly required.

Nevertheless, these alternative regimes certainly deserve to be seriously explored. As Prof. Helfer has convincingly argued, there are clear strategic advantages to be gained from so-called “regime shifting.”\textsuperscript{151} Moreover, a certain amount of inter-regime or inter-institution competition may ultimately enhance the development of an international instrument that deals with L&E’s across the board.

In sum, any instrument aspiring to deal with the entire range of L&E’s would, by necessity, need to be grounded in the law of copyright. Indeed, one could argue that in the light of copyright law’s overarching rationale to promote the production and dissemination of cultural goods, limitations and exceptions are an integral part of the copyright equation as a

\textsuperscript{148} Helberger & Hugenholtz, supra n. 118, at 1084-1085.
\textsuperscript{149} Helberger & Hugenholtz, supra n. 118, at 1097.
\textsuperscript{150} Helberger & Hugenholtz, supra n. 118, at 1079.
\textsuperscript{151} Helfer, supra n. 127.
matter of principle, and therefore best internalized within the framework of (international) copyright. This principle will be more fully developed in the following, final part of this Report.

IV. THE CONTOURS OF AN INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENT ON L&E’S

A. The Case for Multilateralism: Maintaining the Berne Bargain

States resort to international agreements for several reasons, principal of which is the ineffectiveness of unilateral action to resolve a problem efficiently and sustainably. The failures of unilateralism often suggest that the problem at issue is closely linked to externalities created by political, economic or other forms of interdependence. In other words, when behavior by one State negatively impacts the welfare of another, the potential for conflict increases and with it, risks of disruptions in the general framework of international relations. In an era of intense globalization, interdependence is a governing reality of the international sphere and as such, the risks of recurrent conflict among many actors are ever present. International agreements help States coordinate their expectations of each other in a given subject area by establishing norms of behavior to govern relations in that field. When the benefits of mutual cooperation outweigh the privileges associated with sovereign discretion, or when the transaction costs of ad hoc, individual responses to conflict in an area are high, States will generally seek, and respond favorably to, multilateral solutions. Thus, international agreements typically offer benefits that in the aggregate are considered welfare-improving for members over the alternative of an unregulated domain.

The Berne Convention is a classic example of the perceived gains of collective action to address a problem that was unfeasible to resolve any other way. The development of international copyright relations was aimed principally at addressing the widespread problem of international “piracy.” While States could enjoin infringing activity within their domestic territories, the diffuseness of geographical boundaries due to increased trade between European nations made unilateral responses to counterfeit imports largely ineffective. In addition, national copyright laws typically protected only works of citizens, leaving foreign works available to be copied freely by the public unless a bilateral treaty offered protections on conditions of reciprocity. This discriminatory treatment of foreign works was a source of persistent consternation in relations among States with high productivity rates of literary works and those with lower levels of copyright protection, who also tended to be net importers of such works. The vastly uneven nature and scope of copyright protection afforded to creative works in different countries meant that any
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possibility for reciprocal protection on equal terms would require negotiations on a State-by-State basis, occasioning great uncertainty for authors. As a result, States turned to a multilateral process that culminated in the Berne Convention as the solution. Similarly, the failed unilaterlalism of the U.S. throughout the 1980’s in the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in global markets led to efforts to integrate intellectual property into the multilateral trade system. The trade-intellectual property linkage was a deliberate mechanism to address persistent problems with enforcement of intellectual property rights by using the broader linkages to coerce participation and sanction non-compliance. This new multilateralism, led by the U.S. and the EU, facilitated by side-payments to developing countries through new deals on agriculture and textiles, culminated in the TRIPS Agreement with its enforcement mechanism pursuant to the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU).

The classic justifications for international cooperation apply with equal, if not greater force to L&E’s. As outlined in parts I and II, L&E’s are already built into the current international copyright framework, so incipient “patchwork” multilateralism on this subject already exists. The vagaries of national implementation of L&E’s however, reintroduce uncertainty, complexity and high transaction costs to international copyright in the very areas that are indispensable in facilitating copyright’s basic welfare-producing function. Unlike the rights protected under multilateral copyright agreements, L&E’s are for the most part not mandatory. In other words, States have some discretion to determine whether and how to implement the limited number of L&E’s included in the Berne Convention. Just like the pre-Berne national practice with respect to authors’ rights, there is significant variation in State practice, with some States implementing very few of these L&E’s in their domestic legislation, and other States implementing them only selectively, as seen in part II. The uncertainty, complexity and costs associated with disparate levels of protection for authors’ rights prior to the Berne Convention thus were not eliminated entirely by the turn to multilateralism via the Berne Convention. Instead, these costs were internalized and transferred to users. To the extent L&E’s are important for accomplishing the goals of copyright regulation, the benefits associated with multilateralism, especially predictability and certainty, should be restored as an explicit feature of the post-TRIPS global framework. It should be noted, however, that there are costs to seeking such an explicit bargain, including
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the possibility that a bargain may result in shrinking the domain for L&E’s as countries invariably confront tradeoffs in the process of negotiations.

There are good historical reasons for the imbalanced treatment of L&E’s in the international copyright acquis. Since L&E’s reflect specific domestic welfare interests ranging from freedom of expression to cultural development, global mandatory obligations in this regard would unduly impose uniformity in a sphere that, at the time of the Convention’s negotiation, was uniquely designed to accomplish wholly domestic goals. Further, as a strategic matter, it can be argued that the presumed self-interest of a State in promoting domestic welfare obviated any need to require mandatory global L&E’s on the ground that States were sure to enact them as needed over time; no incentive was necessary for States to act in their own interest.

Finally, an important structural point should be made. While a global approach to protection ensured a mutually beneficial return for authors’ rights, the same could not be said for L&E’s that were directed to the public good. L&E’s enacted in one country are intended to address interests, needs and conditions uniquely beneficial to that country and reflective of that country’s markets. The benefits of exercising L&E’s in the domestic market, unlike the benefits of reciprocal rights protection, are thus perceived to be of less direct benefit to States. This may explain why an international approach to L&E’s has historically never been pursued by developed countries that championed multilateralism in copyright relations; since the distribution effects of gains from global access are not neutral or even, domestic L&E’s are sufficient and preferred to an international mandatory approach, for unilateral action in this regard can be successful without any corresponding domestic public loss.166

Put in simpler terms, countries that are net producers of technology benefit the most from maximum global rules of protection. The corresponding myth/assumption is that these same net exporters of technology, by virtue of their larger ownership stake in knowledge products, stand to lose more from an international approach to L&E’s.167 For this reason, leading exporters of copyrighted products resisted efforts to incorporate robust L&E’s into the core provisions of the Berne Convention.168 Indeed, the first round of Berne negotiations and subsequent Revision exercises were strained by intractable debates over the nature and scope of L&E’s to be included in its minimum terms.169 Ultimately, resolution of the conflicting interests at stake took the form of devising a mechanism to delineate the scope of sovereign discretion to enact domestic L&E’s, in addition to identifying selected L&E’s that could be extended universally.170 This compromise is reflected in the (in)famous three-step test of the Berne Convention, as modified by the TRIPS Agreement and extended to the WCT/WPPT.

Today, new technologies have greatly altered the scope and scale of public benefits attributable to L&E’s. Digital networks ensure that creative works and knowledge goods are
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more easily, rapidly and efficiently distributed to diverse and large populations world-wide, assuring that welfare benefits from access and use of knowledge goods in one market will undoubtedly have important (and at times immediate) bearing on the value of other users in distant markets. In this regard, knowledge goods are not just public goods, but they are global public goods. They reflect the agreement among States to adopt similar systems of IP protection, resulting in an international system that comprises the “sum of national public goods plus international cooperation.” Globalization has enhanced State vulnerability to spillovers (and externalities) from other territories, and nowhere is this more evident than in the dramatic rise and penetration of digital networks.

For copyright doctrine, the import of new communication technologies is at least as significant as the architecture that effectuates access to finished creative products. Digital networks as goods in their own right have altered traditional production patterns for creative works and placed tremendous pressure on artificially constructed but nonetheless legal distinctions between authors and users. The TRIPS Agreement and its progeny recognize the economic and social contributions of users in the currency of the global knowledge economy and the corresponding significance for competition and innovation of assuring access to upstream knowledge goods. The tension generated by synergies between technology and social practices (such as in the case of user-generated content (UGC)), which could be addressed in common law traditions through distinct exceptions such as the fair use doctrine or “fair dealing,” or in civil law jurisdictions through consumer oriented regimes such as competition law or fundamental freedoms, increasingly demands a far more expansive and intricate allocation of space within the international copyright framework. In other words, as new technologies increasingly pervade the social and cultural life of global consumers, and as the ubiquitousness of digital networks ensure unprecedented capacity for interdependence among users, it seems to us inevitable that a multilateral framework for L&E’s is an appropriate and necessary way forward. Such L&Es must also confront the use of contract law to inhibit socially beneficial uses of knowledge goods.

B. Designing a Multilateral Response

With respect to the possibility of an international agreement on L&E’s, important questions point to design elements that affect the feasibility of such an endeavor. Despite gains made possible through a multilateral approach, particular design features may vary how appealing an international agreement is to States and how effectively the agreement will accomplish the stated goals. For example, the breadth of membership could be a significant factor in determining the extent of positive gains that could be realized; if only a few countries join, it could imperil the legitimacy and credibility of the international solution. A
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treaty that reflects membership only of developing countries is less likely to sufficiently reduce the uncertainty faced, for example, by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in terms of liability for user behavior with respect to copyright, or by innovators of new technology who need legal stability on a global basis, and in particular in the developed countries. Some important questions include: What should be the modalities of such an instrument? Would such an instrument merely permit States to recognize limits to copyright or would it impose obligations on States to facilitate access to knowledge goods? Should articulated public interests be universally shared? Should they be mandatory? Finally, should an instrument on limitations and exceptions be linked with specific institutional mandates? In the following sections, we offer a preliminary approach to these important questions.

1. Institutional Considerations

The objectives and activities of WIPO and the WTO are central to cooperation and coordination in the realm of international intellectual property law. The WTO in particular occupies a distinct role in the oversight of IP harmonization through the activities of the TRIPS Council, which is chiefly responsible for facilitating compliance with the TRIPS Agreement and is therefore deeply involved in the normative design of the current multilateral copyright framework. The activities of the TRIPS Council constitute an important medium for generating and spreading copyright norms among WTO member States and for securing at least formal compliance with TRIPS obligations. Indeed, the activities of the WTO generally are of the most immediate import in how member States construe their obligations under the TRIPS Agreement. Between its general oversight and interpretive/compliance functions, it is easy to see why the WTO might offer an appealing institutional home for an instrument intended to promote innovation by restoring balance to the normative fabric of the international copyright system. There are, however, offsetting considerations to be taken into account which indicate the propriety of using a multiple-forum approach (at least initially) towards the design and placement of the new instrument on L&E’s.

First of all, the WTO is primarily a trade regime. It does not have the primary responsibility for the development of IP norms qua IP norms; instead, IP protection is viewed through its impact on free trade, which provides a distinct gloss on the interpretation of TRIPS obligations that often disregards cultural and other relevant criteria central to both national and international copyright systems. Secondly, the WTO lacks the important

177 The WTO Secretariat in its Trade Policy Reviews (TPR) also plays an important role in communicating norms to member States. For a review of TPRs reflecting somewhat the view of the WTO with respect to IP issues, see www.wto.org. The TRIPS Council has also taken important actions affecting the uneven costs of harmonization. For example, the WTO TRIPS Council agreed in 2005 to grant LDCs an extension of time—until July 1, 2013, to implement the entire TRIPS Agreement, with the possibility of further extension. This came after the 2001 Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health that extended implementation of TRIPS provisions on granted on pharmaceuticals products and related provisions on exclusive marketing rights until 2016. See Doha WTO Ministerial 2001, Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, Nov. 14, 2001, WTO Doc. WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2, available at http://www.wto.org/English/tratwd_e/minist_e/min01_e/mindecl_trips_e.htm (last visited Feb. 24, 2008). The WTO Secretariat in its Trade Policy Reviews (TPR) also plays an important role in communicating norms to member States. For a review of TPRs reflecting somewhat the view of the WTO with respect to IP issues, see www.wto.org.
historical context and technical considerations to evaluate the need for an international instrument on L&E’s and to analyze the nature and scope of what might be contained in such an instrument. Indeed, the agreements that the WTO is charged to enforce originate from WIPO and are equally subject to WIPO’s oversight. Thus, the WIPO-WTO Agreement creates a partnership in which WIPO can support the efforts of the WTO in interpretation of the various WIPO Conventions. WTO TRIPS dispute panels have sought information/advice from WIPO on matters arising from the interpretation of WIPO treaties, suggesting deference to WIPO’s expertise, although the legal implications of WIPO’s role in WTO matters, and vice versa, remain largely unexplored. Finally, given its founding Agreement, it is unlikely that the WTO can initiate a new international instrument exclusively for IP, much less a stand-alone one for copyright.

As the historical site for generating norms for international copyright harmonization, we believe that WIPO offers unique advantages as an agency with the necessary experience, expertise and mandate suitable for the proposed multilateral exercise. In carrying out its objectives, WIPO is charged with, inter alia, (i) promoting the development of measures designed to facilitate the efficient protection of intellectual property throughout the world and to harmonize national legislation in this field; (ii) performing the administrative tasks of the Berne Union; (iii) encouraging the conclusion of international agreements designed to promote the protection of intellectual property; (v) offering its cooperation to States requesting legal–technical assistance in the field of intellectual property; and (vi) assembling and disseminating information concerning the protection of intellectual property, carrying out and promoting studies in this field, and publishing the results of such studies. Already, WIPO has commissioned three major studies on L&E’s that could serve as a first
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step in identifying the nature and scope of current concerns by member States in this regard. Also relevant for the proposed multilateral exercise is the fact that WIPO, as a United Nations (U.N.) specialized body, is bound by the U.N. Charter, which obligates it to a larger set of norms reflected in an array of international agreements concluded under the auspices of the U.N.

As with the WTO, there are, however, factors presenting a potential challenge towards using WIPO as the exclusive institutional home of the new instrument on L&E’s, most important of which is the non-existence of a suitable enforcement framework ensuring the successful implementation of the instrument as well as the fact that WIPO’s efforts to produce a treaty in the field of copyright and related rights have failed twice in recent years. As a final note, we underscore the suitability of using multiple international institutions for the development of the new multilateral framework on L&E’s, as such an approach may benefit from norm competition across different fora as well as from inter-agency competition and collaboration. International settings which could be used in this manner do not have to be limited to the WTO and WIPO, but could include, among others, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Labour Organization (ILO), and the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).

2. Minimum Features

Among the principal motivations for an international instrument on L&E’s is the need to recognize limitations to copyright as internal to the copyright system and core to its effective functioning. Further, such an instrument will provide States with a coherent framework within which the principle of maximum protection might otherwise constrain unilateral efforts that undermine copyright’s foundational commitment to the public good. With these principles in mind, we first identify the minimum goals. In addition, below, we suggest some elements that could constitute part of the substantive content.

a. Five Minimum Goals

Even when States acknowledge the importance of a multilateral solution for any given problem, various features of the chosen instrument may attract or deter membership in the new regime. The wide variation in the way international regimes are designed reflects deliberate choices about how States want to accomplish stated objectives and the degree to which States are willing to relinquish domestic regulatory control. First, we identify the minimum goals of an international approach to L&E’s to include: i) elimination of barriers to trade, particularly in regard to activities of information service providers; ii) facilitation of access to tangible information products; iii) promotion of innovation and competition; iv) support of mechanisms to promote/reinforce fundamental freedoms; and v) provision of consistency and stability in the international copyright framework by the explicit promotion of the normative balance necessary to support knowledge diffusion. Although an international instrument on L&E’s can embody additional goals, we consider these five as a core minimum with direct effect for the existing ideals of the international copyright system. Each of the five goals is specifically referenced in one or more multilateral intellectual
property agreements. They also collectively reflect the important role of public goods in enhancing human welfare. As such, these goals should be explicitly reflected in the preambular provision of the new international instrument on L&E’s.

b. Three Essential Features

We further identify three vital attributes which should be reflected in an international instrument on L&E’s – the instrument must: a) be flexible; b) be judicially manageable; and iii) leave ample space for national cultural autonomy. The first two of these three features in particular are critical contributors to managing the variables that most often determine the success of failure of international approaches.

a) Flexibility: International institutions and the agreements they manage function with great variety when it comes to flexibility. An international instrument on L&E’s must retain flexibility on several levels. First, it must contain principles that are sufficiently flexible to accommodate technological change that invariably requires a re-calibration of the copyright balance. Relatedly, this flexibility must also facilitate new dimensions/definitions of the “public interest” to reflect changes and gains in technology. In other words, it must be clear that not all surplus from technological developments automatically accrues to rights owners. Second, the instrument must be designed to accommodate exceptional circumstances that warrant adaptation or modification of the rules. Escape clauses in trade agreements are key examples of such “adaptive” flexibility, as perhaps are so-called “safeguard” clauses in the GATT. Third, the instrument must accommodate differentiated market structures between rich and poor nations, thus allowing for specific provisions to address unique but persistent problems of concentrated market power and other forms of market failure in the global economy. Finally, the instrument must include a mechanism enabling periodic review and possible revision.

b) Judicial manageability: The clarity of copyright doctrine has always been hostage to the vagaries of technological change and unwieldy compromises produced by competing industry interests. In both the U.S. and the EU, the increasing density and complexity of copyright law has been a source of significant concern to scholars, policymakers and judges, as courts grapple with practical application of the law simultaneously to new uses, new users and new technologies. Because national courts will remain important actors in enforcing national and international copyright law, an instrument on L&E’s must be written in a way that provides clear guidance with respect to how best competing interests might be resolved to reflect copyright’s commitment to the protection of and access to creative goods. Most importantly, the preambular section of the new instrument should include a well-articulated statement of the purposes of copyright protection that should be reflective of the dynamic nature of the creative enterprise.

c) Space for national cultural autonomy: We recognize that there is inherent tension between the call for international harmonization of L&E’s and the
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preservation of cultural autonomy of individual member States. We therefore recommend explicit recognition, in the new instrument, of a principle of State autonomy over discrete areas/events necessary to address unique national conditions and culture-specific needs. An example would be regulations promulgated by a State dealing with use of copyrighted materials in conjunction with national cultural/religious ceremonies or other episodic national events/circumstances as well as sovereignty to allow translation of works into (official) minority languages.

c. Substantive Content

Having outlined minimum overarching goals and principles, we now turn to substantive elements. To begin, several categories or clusters of L&E’s are possible.\footnote{See Hugenholtz, supra n. 26.} For example, one cluster could address L&E’s necessary for the promotion of innovation, such as, for example, a reverse-engineering exception for interoperability. Another cluster could be directed at L&E’s necessary to facilitate the exercise of fundamental freedoms, such as freedom of speech. Another could address needs of discrete, vulnerable members of society, such as those who are visually impaired. Yet another cluster of L&E’s could safeguard the role of institutions charged with the provision of public goods, such as educational institutions and libraries. Obviously, these clusters share some overlap and are not intended to be mutually exclusive. For organizational purposes, however, it is helpful to identify typologies of L&E’s, both to more precisely tailor L&E’s to deal with specific problems and to provide a metric for assessing explicit public interest objectives and concerns that have been accounted for in the system.

Within each cluster, the stated L&E’s could be mandatory, permissive, or general. Globally mandated L&E’s are those which generate positive spillovers to benefit global welfare. For example, education and freedom of speech are generally considered important features of stable and vibrant societies, as are competition and optimal levels of innovation. As such, L&E’s aimed at facilitating production of global public goods should be mandatory. Permissive L&E’s, which feature harmonization of principle rather than substance, are presumptively legitimate and States may choose further to treat them as liability rules by requiring compensation to authors. Such L&E’s reserve autonomy of States for dealing with unique national conditions and culture-specific needs (e.g., library exceptions) and may generate net gains limited to specific national markets. Finally, omnibus principles that give States room to adopt or adapt L&E’s to new and/or exceptional national circumstances should be recognized. These might include national security concerns, new technological developments, etc. Such omnibus L&E’s could be reinforced by resort to the residual powers of States as recognized under general principles of international law.

Putting these elements together, it is possible to develop a matrix setting forth examples of L&E’s within each identified cluster:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Type of L&amp;E</th>
<th>Examples of Specific L&amp;E’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Promoting</td>
<td>mandatory</td>
<td>private study; no protection for unoriginal compilations; incidental copying; reverse engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>permissive</td>
<td>ISP storage; time, space and format shifting of works</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{See Hugenholtz, supra n. 26.}
3. Possible Modalities of an International Instrument on L&E’s

As observed earlier, the range and complexity of international relations has greatly expanded over the years, producing a dense and intricate network of obligations between and among States of different political, cultural, economic and technological strengths. In particular, the complexity of issues associated with the provision of global public goods such as public health, education and environmental protection has resulted not only in a proliferation of international instruments, but also in a wide variety of forms of international cooperation. At one end of the spectrum are “hard law” options represented most usually by treaties which have entered into force. These are termed “hard law” because they are always binding. If an international agreement reflects the parties’ intent to be bound, then in principle such an agreement could also constitute hard law even if technically it is not labeled as a treaty.

Soft law, on the other hand, is usually viewed as comprising non-binding international obligations which nevertheless have significant normative influence and may in some cases reflect existing law based on State practice, or constitute early attempts to create new customary law. Different forms and legal effects exist for soft law, and it is possible for hard-law instruments to share certain features of soft law and vice versa. For example,
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treaties cast in open-ended standards are functionally “soft” in effect, while declarations or understandings may reflect norms that are firmly entrenched in State practices. Further, a soft-law instrument that interacts with existing treaties may over time achieve a “harder” status, as its very existence in the same subject area compels tribunals to include its substantive terms in considerations of treaty obligations. The important point is that soft-law instruments embody a good faith commitment and, in their normative force, serve as part of a law-making process even when they are not formally deemed to constitute law per se.

An international instrument on L&E’s cast in a soft-law model has much merit. First, soft-law instruments have been quite influential in international economic law and, given the TRIPS Agreement, this option would fit well within the current institutional cooperation between WIPO and the WTO. Second, a soft instrument would have the same force of law for purposes of TRIPS interpretation pursuant to extant rules of international law and it may even gradually evolve into a formal hard-law international instrument. Third, it is often easier to reach agreements using soft law because while such instruments are carefully negotiated and crafted, the limited effects of non-compliance often encourage States to be more willing to negotiate in detail and precision. Fourth, soft-law agreements avoid the national ratification processes that in any event may weaken robust commitments made during treaty negotiations. The political costs of treaty ratification often make States less willing to engage in the treaty process, or to agree to meaningful terms. Fifth, and quite important for an international instrument on L&E’s, soft-law instruments have a higher degree of flexibility in that they are easier to upgrade, amend or replace. In an area where technological changes will require substantive flexibility, flexibility of institutional form is an important added value.

Soft law options can take many different forms, including resolutions, understandings, declarations, guidelines, model laws, codes of conduct and others. Further, within a single organization, different forms of soft law may exist. The legal effect of these forms is not consistent and, accordingly, thought must be given to the efficacies of a particular form. A code of conduct negotiated by content providers and owners could specify behavior by rights owners that constitute impermissible intrusions on the legitimate exercise of proprietary rights over copyrighted works, while also declaring that signatory States commit to allow imports of works created by or reflective of the exercise of L&E’s embodied in national laws of any WIPO or WTO member. This form of soft law would undoubtedly have hard-law effects both because of its reciprocal (rather than harmonized) basis and its affirmative action in facilitating a market in downstream innovative products that may otherwise have been blocked from entry under the terms of the TRIPS Agreement. A commitment by States to
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participate in what would be akin to an “L&E compliant zone” would have dramatic consequences in the structure and coordination of enforcement activities required by national and international copyright laws.\footnote{For example, technical assistance programs that have focused chiefly on piracy would have to apply L&E’s to determine that the goods are in fact infringing. At the very least, there will reduced pressure on a presumption of infringement.}

Another possibility on the soft-law end of the spectrum is a declaration by WIPO member States identifying a list of L&E’s that are already reflected in national laws and thus presumptively valid under the TRIPS Agreement. Such a declaration would reflect existing law, but could also establish guidelines or recommendations that affect member obligations as interpreted by the WTO. The new instrument could also employ a “constellation approach” by compelling inter-regime and/or intra-regime cooperation and allowing public interests to permeate international IP framework at different “points.” Finally, under a “subsidiarity approach,” a new instrument could leave L&E’s mostly unregulated and recognize States as the best locus for action on a variety of cultural, educational and other public interests that underlie L&E’s. This type of instrument could also incorporate “hard” mechanisms such as a covenant not to sue.

Whatever the form of soft law, what is important is that for a new law-making exercise, particularly in the digital realm, it can more effectively facilitate consistent State practices and afford States a credible defense against threats in response to any challenges to behavior consistent with the codified norms. State practice would also strengthening the normative force and appeal of the instrument through its relationship to Berne Convention provisions. Further, soft-law instruments can reflect agreements between State and non-State actors. Given the strong role of industry actors in international copyright law, this particular feature of soft law options is an important consideration in thinking about the various actors that need to be engaged in the process of developing an international instrument for L&E’s.

4. Recommendations

As a final note, we should mention some tactical considerations relevant to the proposed international instrument on L&E’s:

a. Multilateralism

We believe that to restore balance to the international economic regime, and in particular to ensure that the benefits for which intellectual property rights are granted are effectively harnessed for the public good, a multilateral solution is necessary.\footnote{See generally Kaul et al., supra n. 171.} While we acknowledge the possible benefits of bilateral corrective actions, we do not recommend, as a first-order preference, defensive approaches such as a “user-free zone” as optimal solutions. We also place lower on a list of preferences any options that exclude policy space in which positive norms that are consistent with copyright’s overarching rationales can be fostered. Thus, for example, while the strategic utility and relative simplicity of options such as a moratorium on the further expansion of IP rights,\footnote{See Maskus & Reichman, supra n. 174.} or an agreement by developed countries not to sanction (or threaten to sanction) developing countries who employ existing access mechanisms, are useful, we feel strongly that in the digital age, welfare gains from dynamic
competition and diffusion of information goods require positive access norms as integral features of an effective international copyright system.

Multilateralism in the area of L&E’s will have important functional, facilitative and normative advantages. As a functional matter, multilateralism invariably fosters centralization which is a key factor in promoting international cooperation, particularly when there is a desire for broad-based membership in the regime.\(^\text{209}\) Centralization does not necessarily or invariably imply formalization or bureaucratic administration. Indeed, one of the remarkable developments of international law in the last quarter century is the proliferation of bilateral treaties that typically lack any formal organizational structure, and the evolution of informal cooperative efforts that effectively utilize technological platforms to facilitate communication and coordinate interests among members.\(^\text{210}\) Nevertheless, States do tend to codify most relationships in formal legal arrangements, whether such arrangements are strictly binding as are most treaties or merely hortatory as are some soft-law instruments.\(^\text{211}\) A multilateral accord offers protection against “forum-shopping” by owners of proprietary rights who may be willing to sacrifice long-term dynamic gains of access for short term monopoly gains from rent payments. In other words, in the absence of a multilateral approach to L&E’s, rights holders can continue to limit competitive entry by maintaining a stronghold on the building blocks of knowledge and by precluding downstream creative activity that could supply additional goods and services to the market.

b. Regional Experimentation

While we underscore the value of multilateralism, regional experimentation during the early stages of the multilateral exercise\(^\text{212}\) is an important step in beginning the work toward a coherent global framework for L&E’s. Regional incubators for harmonized, minimum L&E’s offer the advantage of incremental development of L&E’s among like-minded countries. A string of regional successes with such experimentation over time will undoubtedly pave the way for a more general multilateral instrument. Further, regional experimentation would be appropriate for the concept of a user free zone, where minimum user rights and freedoms are recognized as important components of a robust market in knowledge goods. Such regional zones, with or without regional L&E’s instruments, could host industry actors and provide an empirical basis for assessments of how innovation and competition flourish in a balanced information economy. The promise of regional experimentation must be weighed against the costs to industry actors who are key to facilitating access to information products and whose legal vulnerability arising from user behavior is not limited to a single country or region.

c. Placement and Scope

Despite the appeal of a broad treaty framework incorporating/reflecting principles from external bodies of law, we believe that a copyright approach is warranted in regard to an international instrument on L&E’s. First, it is clear from current State practices that extra-

\(^{209}\) Koremenos et al., supra n. 187, at 1054.

\(^{210}\) Koremenos et al., supra n. 187, at 1054.

\(^{211}\) A notable example is the international competition network (ICN). See www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org.

\(^{212}\) As noted by copyright experts, at present, the primary candidates for experimentation at the regional level appear to be the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
copyright principles already flow in and within copyright’s framework with some degree of regularity. The most prominent example, of course, is the protection and exercise of freedom of expression, which is strongly recognized in U.S. and EU copyright jurisprudence and which already has a recognized place in the mandatory L&E’s listed in the Berne Convention.\textsuperscript{213} Human rights considerations have increasingly made their way into some assessments of IP obligations and human rights courts increasingly are called upon to navigate the intersection between the human right to property and the human right to partake in technological and cultural developments.\textsuperscript{214} Further, IP rights are sometimes cast as agents of human-rights ends; accordingly, the tension between how IP rights might further human welfare will remain a strong source of influence on the copyright scheme.\textsuperscript{215} We nonetheless believe that an intra-copyright approach best serves the principal objectives of an international instrument on L&E’s, which is to balance copyright doctrine and thus effectuate more meaningfully copyright’s core purposes. While it is well and good that support for balance in the application of copyright law is evident in other regimes—from consumer law to human rights—we believe such additional sources should reinforce, but not displace, copyright’s internal balancing mandate that is critical to its mission of promoting creative enterprise,\textsuperscript{216} diluting or distorting copyright in the process.

In addition, we believe that a copyright approach is superior for pragmatic reasons. In the complex of global regimes all loosely designed to promote “public welfare,” resorting to a general treaty creates difficulty in choosing which particular source of welfare mechanisms should be utilized. Human rights, consumer law, competition law and the law of contracts all have potential value for addressing copyright imbalance. Neither of these subjects would approach such balance in the same way or with the same outcome.\textsuperscript{217} An omnibus approach runs into the challenge of having to coordinate the various welfare orientations of different regimes and perhaps diluting copyright doctrine in the process.

Finally, it is important to note that although a “narrow” international instrument on L&E’s may be ideal, it could encourage stronger participation by a wider spectrum of countries over the long term if its scope were to be broadened. As stated earlier, the global gains from L&E’s may be less appealing to developed countries, for example, whose domestic policies and institutions are mature enough (even if not always willing) to utilize policy levers internal and external to copyright to accomplish balance on the domestic innovation front. Since L&E’s are inherently a component of any claim for enforcement, it is possible to include within the scope of the instrument linkages to enforcement concerns/challenges that occupy most developed countries. Such positive linkages, carefully managed, will likely yield a robust set of options that are attractive to a wide number of countries. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that when the Berne Convention was concluded only a handful of European countries joined the Union. Over time, this situation, of course, changed. Nonetheless, a similar “minority approach” to an international

\textsuperscript{213} See Berne Convention, supra n. 3., art. 2(8) (no protection of news of the day), art. 10(1) (mandatory quotation right).
\textsuperscript{215} See Okediji, supra n. 126, at 211.
\textsuperscript{216} See Okediji, supra n. 126.
\textsuperscript{217} See e.g., MOX Plant case, Request for Provisional Measures Order (Ireland v. United Kingdom) 3 December 2001 International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, ILR vol. 126 (2005) p. 273-274, para. 50-51 (holding that application of the same rules from different institutions could be different due to the “differences in the respective context, object and purpose, and subsequent practice of the parties and travaux preparatoires.”).
instrument on L&E’s should not be discounted in light of this major precedent in international copyright law.

d. Soft Law Modality

We believe that a joint initiative between WIPO and the WTO could be an ideal and appropriate expression of a soft-law modality with real impact for collective action on an international instrument on L&E’s. Notable examples of such a soft law initiatives within WIPO include the Joint Recommendation on Internet Use developed by the WIPO Standing Committee on Trademarks (SCT) and adopted by the WIPO General Assemblies and the Paris Union in 2001, and the WIPO Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known Marks. Neither are binding instruments, but the latter clearly is evolving into an international legal standard through its incorporation by the U.S. into several bilateral agreements. It was also recently cited by a U.S. federal court as a potential source of guiding principles for the famous marks doctrine.

A Joint Recommendation by the WIPO Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights (SCCRR) could similarly be an important contribution to developing coherence in the international law of L&E’s. It might involve coordination between the SCCR and the TRIPS Council, particularly through the latter’s activities in the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement. Even a Recommendation solely authored by the SCCR could be used by the TRIPS Council to evaluate both rights implementation and user freedoms when assessing national copyright laws for compliance with the international copyright framework. Whatever its form, we reiterate the benefits, as an initial matter, of a soft-law-type cast for a prospective global instrument on L&E’s. Reasons for this have already been discussed above. They include the fact that soft-law mechanisms are fairly common in the realm of international economic regulation, an important element given the import of the TRIPS Agreement as a major source of global copyright relations. Further, as a political matter, it is generally the case that soft-law agreements are easier to negotiate and adapt to future circumstances as the need arises. The adoption of a soft-law instrument may over time result in the development of broadly acceptable norms paving the way for a “hard” law global framework on L&E’s. Finally, at a minimum, a soft law instrument could have a great political calming effect on international copyright relations, much like the Doha Declaration had on the international patent framework. While its practical effect on the problems that gave rise to the Declaration may be questioned, the normative weight of the Declaration has undoubtedly been of great significance.

218 WIPO, Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Marks, and Other Industrial Property Rights in Signs, on the Internet, adopted by Assembly of the Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial Property and General Assembly of the World Intellectual Property Organization, WIPO Doc. 845(E), pmbl. (Oct. 2001) (setting forth provisions intended to apply when determining whether “use of a sign on the Internet has contributed to the acquisition, maintenance or infringement of a mark or other industrial property right in the sign, or whether such use constitutes an act of unfair competition”).


220 See ITC Limited v. Punchgini, Inc., 482 F. 3d 135 (2d Cir. 2007).

221 See Abbott & Reichman, supra n. 164.
CONCLUSION

The task of developing a global approach to limitations and exceptions is one of the major challenges facing the international copyright system today. At risk are fundamental elements of the copyright system which were historically designed to require accountability to goals and purposes far beyond individual economic gain. As new technologies challenge copyright’s internal balance, and as the costs of globalization heighten the vital need for innovation and knowledge dissemination, a multilateral instrument that can effectively harness various national practices with regard to L&E’s, and that can provide a framework for dynamic evaluation of how global copyright norms can be most effectively translated into a credible system that appropriately values author and user rights is a necessity. This paper has not answered all the questions, but we hope it has provided some direction on a way forward.
APPENDIX A

Limitations Available under the Berne Convention

The Berne Convention recognizes two types of limitations: compensated limitations and uncompensated limitations. Uncompensated limitations usually reflect uses or practices that are not considered part of the legitimate scope of the author’s proprietary grant. Compensated limitations usually suggest that the copyright owner is not entitled to control whether the work is used, but is always entitled to remuneration as part of the copyright incentive scheme. Compensated limitations are a form of compulsory licensing.

A. Uncompensated Limitations

1. Article 10(1) of the Berne Convention uses mandatory language to confer an exception to copyrighted works. Under this provision, quotations can be made from a work that is already lawfully available to the public. Use of this exception must be compatible with “fair practice” and consistent with the purpose for which the quotation is necessary. Book reviews, criticism and news commentary would be examples of works where quotations are likely to be utilized liberally. The beauty of this exception is that, unlike other limitations in the Berne Convention, Article 10(1) is not limited by prescribed uses—quotations may be made for any purpose so long as they are done within the stipulated context.\(^{222}\)

2. Article 10(2) of the Berne Convention permits countries to enact legislation allowing the use of copyrighted works by way of illustration in publications, broadcasts or sound or visual recordings for teaching purposes. The permitted use must be compatible with “fair practice.” Such legislation should also require that the source and the name of the author be mentioned when the work is being utilized.\(^{223}\) Under the prior rendition of Article 10(2),\(^ {224}\) the word “extracts” was used. By removing this word in the Paris Revision, the scope of Article 10(2) was actually broadened. Currently, so long as the use is for teaching purposes and compatible with fair practice, domestic legislation may limit the author’s rights to exclude others from using his/her work in this manner.

3. Article 10bis(1) of the Berne Convention permits countries to enact legislation allowing reproduction by the press, broadcasting or communication to the public of articles published in newspapers or periodicals on current economic, political or religious works, and of broadcast works so long as the author does not expressly reserve the right to reproduce, broadcast or otherwise communicate the work. In any event, such reproduction must always indicate the source of the work. It is clear that Article 10bis(1), like 2bis(2), is directed at the utilization of technology to disseminate information, particularly information that is either by its nature intended for the public(10bis(1)) or which the author herself has injected into the public sphere.

\(^{222}\) In fact, “[i]t is possible, therefore, that Article 10(1) could cover as much of the grounds that is covered by “fair use” provisions in such national laws as that of the United States of America (USA).” WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 13.

\(^{223}\) Berne Convention, supra n. 3., art.10 (3).

Unlike 2bis(2), however, Article 10bis(1) has an overtly political context reflecting the powerful if implicit relationship between copyright and freedom of speech. In the United States, where First Amendment jurisprudence has a material effect on copyright doctrine, it is not clear that an author’s reservation under Article 10bis(1) would survive judicial scrutiny.

4. Article 10bis(2) continues the emphasis on news reporting by permitting States to determine conditions under which literary or artistic works seen or heard in the course of reporting on current events through photography, cinematography, broadcasting or communication to the public by wire may be reproduced and made available to the public. This provision attempts to balance the need of reporters to provide ample coverage of current events by taking pictures or recording such events, and the interests of authors whose works may be captured incidentally by such recording. Article 10bis(2) requires that such reproduction be justified by the information purpose underlying the news report, similar to requirement in Article 2bis(2). The combined effect of Articles 10bis(1) and 10bis(2) is that States have the discretion to permit reproduction of copyrighted works for the purposes specified, and to establish conditions under which the reproduction would be deemed consistent with the character of the purposes identified. Arguably, States may enact domestic legislation consistent with the scope of Article 10bis(2) without enacting any conditions, thus giving reporters broad latitude in reporting current events. Of course, this latitude would be tempered by the general presumption permeating 10bis(1) and 10bis(2) that the reproduction must take place in the context of legitimate news reporting.

5. The final category of permissive uncompensated use is found in the infamous standard established by the three-step test. Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention establishes an omnibus, general rule applicable to any limitations imposed on the reproduction right. Any exercise of sovereign discretion that introduces a limitation or exception to the reproduction right is automatically subject to appraisal under the three-step test. As I described it elsewhere, “[t]he three-step test is not a public interest limitation to exclusive rights. . . . [W]hat appears to be a limitation to copyright, is actually a limit on the discretion and means by which member States can constrain the exercise of exclusive rights.”

---

225 See WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 17.
226 Neil Weinstock Netanel, Locating Copyright within the First Amendment Skein, 54 STAN. L. REV. 1, 7 (2001) (“Copyright’s speech encumbrance cuts a wide swath, chilling core political speech such as news reporting and political commentary, as well as church dissent, historical scholarship, cultural critique, artistic expression, and quotidian entertainment.”) (footnotes omitted); Neil Weinstock Netanel, Asserting Copyright’s Democratic Principles in the Global Arena, 51 VAND. L. REV. 217, 220 & passim (1998) (arguing that “copyright law serves fundamentally to underwrite a democratic culture”).
228 See WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 19 (noting that the use of the work “must be justified by the informative purpose,” and “does not allow carte blanche for the reproduction of whole works under the guise of reporting current events”).
229 WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 21.
230 Okediji, supra n. 13.
To be consistent with the Berne Convention, a limitation or exception to the reproduction right must 1) be limited to certain special cases; 2) not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work; and 3) not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. The test applies cumulatively, requiring that a particular limitation satisfy all three prongs of the test. Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement incorporates the principle of the three-step test but arguably has further restricted its scope. Article 13 states that “Members shall confine . . .” limitations and exceptions to the same three elements outlined above, i.e., certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and that do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. In the only definitive interpretation of the Berne three-step test and TRIPS Article 13, a WTO panel resolved that both tests required essentially the same analysis. Two important observations should be made about the reach of the three-step test. First, given the structure of the Berne Convention, the three-step test arguably does not extend to a State exercise of discretion pursuant to those Articles where such discretion has explicitly been granted, such as Articles 2bis, 10, and 10bis. Thus, States may freely enact legislation with respect to the subjects covered in these Articles without the restrictions of the three-step test. Second, the three-step test cannot apply to exercises of State discretion that are done pursuant to public policy external to copyright issues such as, for example, competition law. In essence, measures enacted pursuant to Article 40 of the TRIPS Agreement would arguably not be subject to a three-step test scrutiny because these cannot be properly deemed as limitations/exceptions to protection but rather as disciplinary controls necessitated by the copyright owner’s actions.

B. Compensated Limitations

1. Article 11bis(1) of the Berne Convention grants authors of literary and artistic works the exclusive right to authorize broadcasting and public communication by wireless diffusion of signs, sounds or images. This provision includes a secondary right to authorize the rebroadcasting of the work to the public by wire if the communication is made by an organization different from the first broadcaster. Finally, the author of the work has the exclusive right to authorize public communication of the work by broadcast through a loudspeaker or other analogous instrument (e.g., a television). Under Article 11bis(2), States have the discretion to determine the conditions under which the broadcasting rights may be exercised. However, these conditions cannot be prejudicial to the moral rights of the author or to the right to equitable remuneration. There must be a competent authority to establish the rates of such equitable remuneration, in the absence of an agreement between the parties. Importantly, Article 11bis(3) makes clear that the right to broadcast a work is quite distinct from the right to record the work being broadcast. The terms and conditions surrounding when a broadcast may be recorded, otherwise known as ephemeral recordings, are left up to the State.

232 See WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 21 (“Article 9(2) makes no reference to . . . provisions such as Articles 10, 10bis, and 2bis(2) . . . that were modified and maintained at the same time . . . Nonetheless, it seems clear that the operation of these provisions within their specific sphere is unaffected by the more general provision in Article 9(2), and that the uses allowed under them are therefore excluded from its scope.”).
233 Berne Convention, supra n. 3, art. 11bis(3).
2. Article 13 of the Berne Convention allows each country to reserve conditions on the rights granted to an author of musical works and an author of the words to authorize sound recordings of the musical work, including the words, so long as there already exists a recording of the words and music together. However, the authors must receive equitable remuneration for the recording of the musical work. In essence, Article 13 sets up a compulsory license system for recording musical works and any accompanying words. This allows recording companies to reproduce the work without prior consent but subject to an obligation to pay for such use.  234

234 The amount of equitable remuneration is a matter of national legislation. WIPO Study, supra n. 15, at 30.
APPENDIX B

Mandatory Limitations in Existing International IP Instruments

Berne Convention

Art. 2(8): no protection of news of the day etc.
Art. 10(1): mandatory quotation right

Paris Convention:

Art. 5ter: mandatory limitation of patent law for use of patented devices in planes, boats, etc. that are in transit
Art. 6bis: States must invalidate marks reproducing well-known marks
Art. 6ter: States must invalidate marks containing flags, State emblems, etc.

Nairobi Treaty

Art. 1: States must invalidate marks containing Olympic symbol

Washington Treaty (protection of IC lay-outs)

Art. 6 (2): mandatory limitation for private copying, analysis and reverse engineering; no right against independently created identical design

TRIPs

Art. 9(2): no protection of ideas, methods, etc.
Art. 10(2): no protection of data per se
Art. 37: mandatory immunity for innocent infringer of IC design rights

WCT

Art. 2: no protection of ideas, methods, etc.
Art. 5: no protection of data

European Patent Convention

Art. 52-53: mandatory exclusions from protection and exceptions to patentability

EU Directives

Art. 5-6 Software Directive (various mandatory exceptions)
Art. 6 Database Directive (id.)
Art. 5(1) Copyright Directive (mandatory transient copying exception)